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Abstract 
This content analysis combines the fields Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) and Swedish 
School-age Educare (SAEC) by looking at Key Sustainable Competencies and abilities within 
documents related to the SAEC and/or ESD. The documents are authored by the Swedish National 
Agency of Education (SNAE) and are chosen due to their relation to the SAEC teachers, most 
prominent being the Swedish National Curriculum and an ESD-module. The aim of the study is to 
explore the connections between Key Competencies and abilities within these documents. To do such, 
Redman and Wieks’ (2021) framework for advancing sustainability, including their definition of Key 
Sustainable Competencies, were used as a theoretical framework, combined with content analysis 
through the SALSA method (Search, AppraisaL, Synthesis and Analysis) as explained by Booth et al 
(2012). The results were achieved by coding and thematizing the data in relation to the Key 
Competencies and the abilities mentioned in the documents. These result show that the abilities 
mentioned in the data are generic and content independent, which sets them apart from the specific 
and content dependent Key Competencies (due to their relation to sustainable development (SD). 
There are no direct mentions of Key Competencies in the documents but connections were found 
between the descriptors and definitions of the Key Competencies and the abilities. These connections 
resulted in eight themes; Change Perspective, Others, Self, Action Competence, Creativity, Problem-
solving, Critical Thinking, and Evaluation. These themes are generic and content independent, they 
are influenced by the Key Competencies and what the SNAE defines as important for ESD and they 
relate to each other and overlap. The fact that these themes are generic can prove difficult when trying 
to teach students to act towards sustainability. Other conclusions are that the SAEC teachers are not 
provided with much material and information on ESD, and that the curriculum holds no explanation to 
what SD is. What is needed for the SAEC teachers are more information and knowledge on ESD as 
well as resources to teach SD.  
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Aim: The aim is to identify prevalent Key Competencies and explore their connection to 
abilities within the ESD and SAEC related data.  

Theory: The theoretical framework is based on Redman and Wieks’ (2021) framework to 
advance sustainability through Key Sustainable Competencies. 

Method: Content analysis by way of the SALSA method (Search, AppraisaL, Synthesis and 
Analysis) as explained by Booth et al (2021). 

Results: There are no direct mentions of Key Competencies in the data. The explored 
connection between Key Competencies and abilities resulted in eight themes. These 
themes are generic and subject independent (as opposed to the specific and content 
dependent Key Competencies). Results also show a lack of information on ESD/SD 
available to SAEC teachers. 
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Foreword 
 

This thesis has its start in three passions of mine, School-age educare, sustainable development, and 
finding answers to questions. What started as a feeling of overlap between practices recommended in 
education for sustainable development and practices implemented in School-age educare eventually 
ended up in this thesis. Granted, it does not show the overlap that I believe to be there, but it shows 
some of the potential that the School-age educare holds for educating about sustainable development.  

Sustainable development is a big subject, and this thesis does not convey the vastness of it. My two 
years of studying a master’s in Education for Sustainable Development has showed me that I still only 
have a surface level grasp of the depth and width of it. However, I have come to learn that it is okey! 
We all need to start somewhere, but the point is that we cannot stop. Sustainable development is 
something that is constantly moving forward and we need to move with it. Another important lesson is 
that we cannot do it alone. I cannot, singly, be an expert on sustainable architecture, on sustainable 
waste management, on ecosystems, on global economy, and so on and so forth, but I can work 
together with others.  

I believe that there is a great resource in the School-age educare programmes, and in its teachers, to be 
able to further the education of sustainable development, both in terms of teaching students and in 
advancing research in the interdisciplinary field. The School-age educare tradition of working with, in 
and around nature, to cherish and respect it, as well as working with practical pedagogy methods, of 
building on the interests of the children and developing their curiosity, would be a great foundation for 
education for sustainable development.  

With the hopes of forwarding sustainability as well as the School-age educare, 
Mikaela 
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Introduction  
This qualitative content analysis is aiming to explore prevalent Key Competencies for Sustainable 
Development (SD) (Redman & Wiek, 2021) in governing documents, documents related to the 
Swedish School age-educare programme (SAEC), and Education for sustainable development (ESD) 
written by the Swedish National Agency of Education (SNAE). There is a potential of the SAEC 
emancipatory pedagogies to be a boon to ESD (See Wals et al (2017) as an example on emancipatory 
learning and ESD). This thesis is a hope to further the research on ESD and widening the emerging 
field of SAEC.  

The background to look at the Key Sustainable Competencies, is that research has shown that merely 
gaining knowledge on SD is not enough to enact change (Alvarez & Rogers, 2006; Malmberg, 2021; 
Osbeck et al, 2018; Redman & Wiek, 2021). There is also a belief that the SAEC holds potential to be 
well suited to teach ESD (Manni & Knekta, 2022). During my studies I have seen examples of 
pedagogies that are beneficial for ESD, that I also saw practiced in my three years as a SAEC teacher 
(for examples see Hill, 2012; Ssosse et al, 2021; Tarrant & Thiele 2016; Wals et al, 2017; 
Weldemariam, 2019). As such, an idea of studying ESD in relation to SAEC was an interesting notion. 
The choice to study already written texts was threefold. Firstly, because studying the curriculum 
would give a foundation to see if there is a connection to ESD and to Competencies in the groundwork 
of the SAEC programme. Secondly, due to covid-19 and the difficulty interacting in person. And 
thirdly; the encouragement to advance sustainability research seen in Swedish research (Björneloo, 
2004; Manni & Knekta, 2022; Olsson et al, 2016) as well as the questioning of the current school-
system in Sweden (Olsson et al, 2016; Osbeck et al, 2018), the prompt to look at how ESD is 
implemented (Olsson et al, 2016, p.198), as well as seeing ESD from new perspectives (Ssosse et al, 
2021). 

In this thesis the eight Key Competencies by Redman and Wiek (2021) are used as the theoretical 
framework for the study. They base their definitions on many studies of Competencies relevant for 
taking action towards a sustainable future. The Key Competencies are set in relation to other 
Competencies (such as disciplinary- professional- and general) to create a fuller picture of what is 
needed to create “change agents” capable of advancing sustainability (Redman & Wiek, 2021). With 
their definition of the Key Competencies, and their model to advance sustainability, as the theoretical 
framework for this thesis, the curriculum, it’s accompanying supporting texts, an ESD-module, ESD-
related documents, and reports (all authored or ordered by the SNAE) will be systematically coded to 
search for Key Competencies and abilities. The connections between Key Competencies and abilities 
will be explored via content analysis, by structuring the work through SALSA (Search, AppraisaL, 
Synthesis and Analysis) as explained by Booth et al. (2013) and by applying an abductive analysis.  

Teaching Competencies could be ethically criticised since it could be considered a very steering 
practice, and later the pitfalls of teaching ESD within SAEC will be discussed. However, this thesis is 
looking at the occurrence of Competencies and abilities in documents and analysing the overlap 
between them. It is not looking at what is practiced or implemented. The results are put in to the 
perspective of assuming that the governing documents [styrdokument] are practiced in the SAEC and 
are set in relation to the findings and thereafter discussed. 

It is later seen in the history section that ESD is prevalent in Sweden, yet prevalence does not 
necessarily mean that the students are taught ESD, or can implement ESD. Simply having knowledge 
alone is not sufficient (Alvarez & Rogers, 2006; Malmberg, 2021; Osbeck et al, 2018; Redman & 
Wiek, 2021). Therefore, a theoretical framework that puts emphasis on learning Competencies with 
the purpose of advancing ESD (Redman & Wiek, 2021) have been chosen. In terms of the Swedish 
curricula and Competencies Osbeck et al (2018) highlights that the Swedish word used in the 
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curriculum – förmåga – is closer to ability rather than competence, therefor it is of interest to look at 
both the Key Competencies and the abilities mentioned in the data, and explore the connection 
between them. The difference between the two concepts is what influenced the codings used in the 
synthesis alongside the definition of ESD by the SNAE (which is explained further in the “Key 
Terms” section, p.9). The difference between competencies and abilities is also what sparked the 
question of the connections between the two, as well as the curiosity to explore if they hold relevance 
in relation to the SAEC.  
 

Purpose and Research Questions 
This qualitative content analysis aims to explore the connection between Competencies and abilities, 
in relation to ESD, in the material that the SAEC teachers have common and ready access too. More 
specifically, the aim is to identify prevalent Key Competencies, in documents provided by the SNAE; 
Governing documents [styrdokument] for the SAEC, an online ESD module, and reports as well as 
documents related to ESD. This led to these research questions: 

Which Sustainable Key Competencies are expressed in documents provided by the Swedish 
National Agency for Education? 

How are these Competencies connected to the abilities mentioned in said documents? 

How are the connections between the Competencies and abilities structured? 

This thesis is structured to first take a deeper look into the purpose and research questions, to then 
clarify the key terms and abbreviations. With this laid out, the history and previous research is 
presented to then move on to theory and method. After that the results, discussion, implications and 
conclusions are presented and lastly there is a summary in Swedish.  
 

Key Terms: explained and referenced 
Before we touch on the history and previous research there are some key terms that are a part of the 
foundation of this thesis, which also provides some insight to the Swedish school-system, and the 
SAEC, for those unfamiliar with it. I also wish to make note that all Swedish literature is translated by 
me. I have tried to make it as clear as possible throughout this thesis by noting what quotes are 
translated (if there is no mention of me translating a quote, it means the English text is in its original 
form). I am also using brackets to clarify translations when relevant, as an example: Ability 
[Förmåga].  

Ability: In the context of this thesis when referring to “ability”, it refers to the means to do something 
or to a skill in a generic sense. It is distinguished from “competency” with the support of Osbeck et al 
(2017) who differentiates between the two terms and points out that the word “förmåga” in the 
Swedish curricula is more similar to ability then competence. These generic abilities are what Redman 
and Wiek (2021) would refer to as “general competencies”. Due to Osbeck et al’s (2017) work on the 
Swedish curricula, and that I am also analysing the Swedish curricula, I have chosen the word 
“ability” rather than “general competencies”. See also Competence and Key Sustainable 
Competencies.  

Competence: Redman and Wiek define Competencies as “a complex combination of knowledge, 
skills, understanding, values, attitudes and desire which lead to effective, embodied human action in 
the world, in a particular domain.” (Crick through Redman and Wiek, 2021, p.3). In comparison to 
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“ability” a competency (in the context of this thesis) is thus effective and specific to a particular 
domain, whilst ability is generic. An example of this difference is Systems thinking, which is a specific 
competency related to SD, whilst creativity is an ability that is generic and applicable in many areas. 
See also Ability and Key Sustainable Competencies.  

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD): is an important concept in this research, and many 
differing views of it exists. This thesis uses the definition of SD that the SNAE use, which is that of 
the Brundtland report: “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012, p.1; WCED, 
1987). They also mention the three dimensions of ESD: environmental/ecological sustainability, social 
sustainability and economical sustainability (Skolverket, 2016a; Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012). The 
SNAE connects these dimensions to concepts such as: democracy, equality, health and lifestyle 
questions (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012, p.1). Östman (2001), in an older study, also likened the 
themes democracy, social aspects, a holistic perspective, critical thinking, action competence 
[handlingskompetens] (p.9), environment (p.17) and fundamental values [värdegrundsfrågor] (p.49) to 
ESD. These themes are relevant for how the content analysis “dictionary” (Neuendorf, 2017) was 
created, and how the synthesizing of the data was done, they are in short the foundation used in the 
coding of the documents. The definition of ESD used by Redman and Wiek (2021) does not come in 
to conflict with this.  
 
Governing Documents [Styrdokument]: are documents, in Sweden, that the teachers have to adhere 
and are considered policy-documents. The relevant ones for this thesis are: 

 the (National) Curriculum for the Elementary school, preschool-class and SAEC [Läroplanen 
för grundskolan samt för förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet] (Skolverket, 2018; SNAE, 2018). 

 the General Advice for the SAEC [Allmänna råd för Fritidshemmet] (Skolverket, 2014). 
 the SAEC – a Commentary Material to the fourth part of the Curriculum [Fritidshemmet – 

ett kommentarmaterial till läroplanens fjärde del] (Skolverket, 2016a). 

Teachers are not required to follow the latter two by law, only the curriculum, but they are material to 
help further the understanding of the curriculum and therefor relevant for this thesis.  

Key Sustainability Competencies: In this thesis when referring to the concept of Key Sustainable 
Competencies that Redman and Wiek (2021) present, the choice was made to write it with initial 
capital letters to distinguish it from a layman’s use of the term “competence”. These competencies are 
all related to sustainable development and works towards advancing sustainability. An in-depth 
explanation of the Key Competencies will be given in the theory section. See also: Competence and 
Ability 

Lärande för hållbar utveckling (LHU): is the Swedish translation and abbreviation of Education for 
sustainable development [Literal translation: Learning for sustainable development]. It has on 
occasion been referred to as “lärande för hållbarhet” (LFU) [learning for sustainability] (Ärlemalm 
Hagsér, 2016) och Utbildning för Hållbar Utveckling (UHU) [Education for Sustainable 
Development] (Östman, 2001). In this thesis, where Swedish is pertinent, I will refer to them all as 
Lärande för hållbar utveckling/LHU. 

School-age Educare [Fritidshem] (SAEC): is a voluntary educational programme in conjunction 
with the Swedish compulsory elementary school. The ages of the students attending span from 6 years 
to 13 years, however the most common age group is 6 years to 9 years. Students are eligible to attend 
if their guardian/s are employed or are studying and pay a fee. In 2021 there were 480 000 students 
attending the SAEC programme in Sweden, and on average 23,6 students per teacher (including 
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uneducated and unqualified teachers) (Skolverket, 2022). The SAEC is often adjacent to, or in the 
same locales as the school and the SAEC teachers commonly complement the education during the 
school-hours. In the afternoons, when school has finished for the day, the SAEC has its main 
educational platform. The programme’s aim is to complement the education in school as well as 
stimulate the pupils’ development and learning, and to provide a meaningful leisure time (Skolverket, 
2018, 2022). As shown in the history section it is a narrow field and it is not a program that is always 
known internationally. In this thesis I chose the translation “school-age educare” due to the SNAE 
using this translation, and the abbreviation SAEC. Other terms related, but not always the same, to the 
SAEC are: after-school programmes, after-school care, educare, leisure time centres. 

School-age Educare Teachers [Lärare i Fritidshem]: have throughout the years had different titles. 
Present day, SAEC pedagogues (former, 2-3 year, higher education) work alongside SAEC teachers 
(current, 3 year, higher education) and it is also common to see leisure pedagogues [fritidsledare], 
preschool-class teachers, student assistants and uneducated staff working in the SAEC (skolverket, 
2022). It is the SAEC pedagogues and teachers’ responsibility to make sure that the SAEC programme 
is run as defined by the governing documents. For this thesis I will refer to them as SAEC teachers. In 
2021, approximately 51 percent of the hired SAEC staff are SEAC teachers or pedagogues and are 
eligible to teach SAEC, that is less than previous year (Skolverket, 2022).  

Student /child: Earlier the SAEC refereed to their registered students as children. Today the 
governing documents refer to them as students (or pupils), although older texts and teachers 
sometimes refer to them as children. For this thesis I will call them students.  

 

Key Terms: in short with abbreviations and translations 
Title/Concept Abbreviation/ 

shortening 
Swedish 

the Department of Education - Utbildningsdepartementet 

Education for Sustainable 
Development 

ESD Lärande för hållbar utveckling /LHU 

Early Childhood Education ECE 
Utbildning/undervisning som sträcker 
sig från födseln till förskoleklass.  

the General Advice for the SAEC 
The General 
Advice 

Allmänna råd för Fritidshemmet 
(Skolverket, 2014) 

Governing Documents - Styrdokument 
School-age Educare SAEC Fritidshem 

School-age Educare teachers 
SAEC 
teachers 

Fritidslärare (inkl. Fritidspedagog) 

the SAEC – a Commentary Material 
to the fourth part of the Curriculum 

The 
Commentary 
Material 

Fritidshemmet – ett kommentarmaterial 
till läroplanens fjärde del (Skolverket, 
2016a) 

School Inspectorate - Skolinspektionen 
Sustainable Development SD Hållbar utveckling /HU 
Swedish National Agency for 
Education 

SNAE Skolverket 

Table 1. Key Terms 
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History  
To get a better understanding of ESD’s role in Sweden as well as SNAE’s work with ESD, and what 
has led to the curriculum as it is seen today, some short points will be presented. 

Cars and West (2014) has shown that there is a history of caring for the environment and endorsing 
outdoor education in Sweden and has traced it back as far as the 1800’s. They also show that Sweden 
has a history of following global initiatives in relation to the environment and sustainability, such as 
signing the Baltic 21 agreement, the Kyoto protocol and working towards achieving the sustainability 
goals (Cars & West, 2014) and UN decade for sustainable development (UNESCO, 2017). In short 
Cars and West (2014) and Mogren (2017) shows that ESD, and/or an environmental focus, have been 
prevalent throughout Sweden’s history, yet Wickenberg and Leo (2013) point out its slow progression, 
due to slow politics.   

In the 1990’s, Sweden's preschools and SAEC were included in to the school sector and became a part 
of an encompassing education system (Vallberg Roth, 2001). A new national curriculum [Lpo94] 
introduced shared guidelines for schools, preschool-class and for SAEC, this also introduced an 
environmental perspective (Cars & West, 2014; Wickenberg & Leo, 2013). At this point non-profits 
like the Society for Nature Preservation [Naturskyddsföreningen], Green flag [Grön Flagg] and Keep 
Sweden Clean [Håll Sverige Rent] were founded and impacted the school’s system (Cars & West, 
2014). Projects like GLOBE and The Baltic Sea Project also started in this decade (Östman, 2001). It 
is thus evident that Sweden tries to follow along in the international fight for the environment.  
 
In the 2000’s, environmental questions continued to have an impact in Sweden. The Committee for 
Education for Sustainable Development [Kommittén för Utbildning för Hållbar Utveckling] were 
founded and as a response to one of their reports the online initiative, The Network for ESD 
[Nätverket för LHU] were started (Cars & West, 2014). Östman (2001), on behalf of SNAE, 
conducted research into the environmental education and SD in Sweden. His research showed that at 
the time environmental education were a part of the education in Sweden but that the ESD concept had 
no bearing yet. It was shown that there were a lack of progression and the interdisciplinary work were 
few and far between. He said that ESD holds potential but that there is a need to educate the educators 
(Östman, 2001). From what has been investigated, it is hard to determent whether or not any actions 
were taken in direct response to this report. However, in 2004 the action plan “To Learn for 
Sustainable Development” [Att lära för hållbar utveckling] (Kommittén för utbildning för hållbar 
utveckling, 2004) were implemented in response to the UN summit in Johannesburg and it’s 
“Johannesburg plan of Implementation” (Moberg, 2017). In 2005, the UN decade for sustainable 
development commenced and put further emphasis on education’s role in sustainable development 
(Cars & West, 2014; Moberg, 2017). At this time, the award “a School for Sustainable Development” 
[Utmärkelsen Skola för Hållbar Utveckling] were founded by the SNAE (Skolverkets föreskrifter om 
utmärkelsen Skola för hållbar utveckling [SKOLFS], 2009:19).  
 
This might seem like progress, yet Wickenberg and Leo (2013) were skeptical. In 2002, a new school 
law was suggested, which kept the environmental focus and added elements of ESD, but in 2010 when 
the new law was implemented, it no longer included the environmental focus. This was explained as a 
consequence of removing the goal-oriented focus from the law. Instead, this would be found in the 
curriculum (Wickenberg & Leo, 2013). One other change to the curriculum were the change in 
wording from “should” [bör] to “shall” [ska] (Skolverket, 2016b). As a whole, this version of the 
curriculum, puts emphasis on democracy, knowledge, Swedish values, human rights and equality 
(Cars & West, 2014). The praxis of having shared guidelines for the school, the preschool-class and 
SAEC in the first chapters is continued from the previous curriculum. This means that the SAEC 
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teachers therefor refer to chapter one and two of the curricula when teaching. In 2010 the School 
Inspectorate criticized the SAEC programme for not fulfilling the goals outlined in the regulatory 
documents (Boström & Berg, 2018; Skolinspektionen, 2010). This spurred on the debate of the SAEC, 
and in 2014, the SAEC programme’s document called the General Advice for the SAEC [Allmänna 
råd för Fritidshem] got revised, further explaining the new curriculum and how the SAEC teachers can 
interpret and implement it (Skolverket, 2014). In 2016 the SAEC gets an addition in the curriculum 
directed only at them; Chapter 4, School-age educare. This holds two sections: Aim and Core content. 
In the aim section, first the overall aim of the SAEC is described, which is then ended by pointed 
abilities that the “pupils should summarily be given conditions to develop” (SNAE, 2018, p.24). The 
core content section holds four themes: 1) Language and communication, 2) Creative and aesthetic 
forms of expression, 3) Nature and society, and 4) Games, physical activities and outdoor excursions. 
These themes are also represented in the aim section (Skolverket, 2018; SNAE, 2018). A commentary 
document “School-age educare – a commentary material to the fourth part of the curriculum” 
[Fritidshemmet – ett kommentarmaterial till läroplanens fjärde del] is released alongside it to help the 
SAEC teachers get a wider and deeper understanding of the curriculum (Skolverket, 2016a). 

In 2018 the School Inspectorate released a new report: “Teaching in SAEC within the areas language 
and communication, as well as nature and society” [Undervisning i fritidshemmet inom områderna 
språk och kommunikation samt natur och samhälle] (Skolinspektionen, 2018). It showed, among other 
things, that only 24 percent of the SAEC teachers were duly qualified to teach and be responsible for 
the running of the SAEC programme. This produced some difficulties since the SAEC teachers needed 
to be certified by 2019. In response to this report the government started an investigation; 
Strengthened quality and equity in the SAEC and pedagogical care [Stärkt kvalitet och likvärdighet i 
fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg] (Utredningen om fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020). This 
showed that: 1) There is still a lack of qualified teachers and that it is still not possible to offer all 
children SAEC. 2) The systematic quality work, as mandated by school law, is not being upheld. 3) 
Resources for and to SAEC are not always prioritized and there is a lack of assets and favourable 
condition, which hinders the SAEC in reach its goals. 4) There were also indications that there was a 
lack of coherent leadership and direction for the SAEC. 5) In terms of goals of the curriculum, they 
saw that the students were given plenty of opportunities to be out in nature, although not to meet local 
associations and cultural aspects. Among other things the investigation suggests that for the future: 
The SNAE will be tasked to bring forth guidelines for how big the groups of children are allowed to 
be. That clarifying demands on appropriate premises/locals are implemented. The SNAE will also be 
tasked to develop material to support systematic quality work in the SAEC. The personnel should be 
given opportunities for staff training (competence development) as well as pedagogical mentoring. 
Lastly, that the pedagogical care will systematically and continuously be planned, followed up, 
evaluated and developed and that this quality work shall be documented (Utredningen om fritidshem 
och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020). 
 
We can thus see that it has not always been a straight road for either ESD nor SAEC in Sweden. The 
reports and changes made in the 2000s mentioned earlier, are especially of interest in this thesis and 
we will come back to them continuously throughout.  
 
 

Previous research  
For this thesis different areas have been combined to find research; Competencies taught in the early 
ages, ESD in relation to curricula and early ages and SAEC. For a search inclusions/exclusion criteria 
list se Appendix C, these criteria were based on the research questions, with the purpose of getting an 
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understanding of the field of research today, and to understand where and how the SAEC, and the 
analysed documents, would fit in to it. First, there is an international perspective, and second, a 
Swedish perspective.   
 

Internationally 

Competencies in ECE 
Two studies on singular Competencies were found. Julien et al (2018) found that in France, not much 
could be seen of Competencies in the French curricula, but that it holds potential, they also saw that it 
is possible to develop Futures-thinking in primary school. Feriver et al (2019) found that Systems-
thinking is possible, although limited, in preschool ages in a study conducted in Germany and Turkey. 
Feriver et al. also saw that “…children’s concept repertoires, including abstract concepts, can increase 
when they are exposed to develop mentally appropriate implementations focusing on visible and 
invisible elements of a system (…)” (2021, p.18).  

ECE, ESD and Curriculums 
Looking to early childhood education (ECE), whose pedagogy is similar to SAEC, we can see some 
studies on ESD and curriculums. In Germany, they found a marginal integration of ESD (Holst et al, 
2020). In Iceland, ESD has been seen to enter the curriculum but holds no priority and is rarely 
mentioned (Norðdahl, 2021). In Norway, sustainability is seen to be manifested alongside values like 
democracy, diversity, mutual respect, equity and equality in its curricular framework, yet it is referred 
to but not explained in the local annual plans (Meland, 2021).  

Björneloo’s (2004) report “From straight answers to complex questions” [Från raka svar till komplexa 
frågor] gives an overview of how sustainable development can be portrayed in early education and 
under what premises teaching it exists. She bases her study on four research overviews (one on 
sustainability and three on environmental education and ESD). What is of extra interest for us is the 
return focus of ESD as a holistic and interdisciplinary pedagogy (2004, p.16). For Sweden, she 
highlights a tradition of outdoor education and a focus on the environment rather than the social and 
economic aspects of ESD, but she also notes a wish amongst the teachers to include ESD/LHU. She 
also emphasizes that what we teach and how we teach it greatly impacts learning (for sustainable 
development). 

Another overview, studying the impact of ESD, is made by Ssosse et al (2021) and shows that quasi-
experimental impact measurement is one of the better in determining the outcomes of ESD. They say 
that those outcomes, rather than traditional education, targets competence (in this case: taking action in 
relation to the three pillars of ESD) and that it is something to be measured.  

Weldemariam et al (2017) looked at posthumanism in curriculums, in relation to ESD, which holds 
relevance. They compared the curriculums of Australia, England, Norway, Sweden and USA, and 
found that: 

With respect to the presence of sustainability, the frameworks from Australia, Norway and 
somehow Sweden contained more explicit sustainability language, whereas the languages 
from England and USA were implicit. Regarding views of the child, Sweden’s framework 
came closest to positioning the child as a world citizen. Australia and Norway, located in the 
middle of the continuum, viewed the child as an active and agentic individual. England and 
the USA viewed the child in a more passive manner. As for human–environmental 
relationship, the framework from Australia expressed reciprocity and entanglement which is 
proposed as being related to the need to acknowledge indigenous practices. (ff.) 
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The other frameworks, especially England and USA, were more anthropocentric. Regarding 
philosophical/ theoretical underpinnings, all five frameworks embodied a sociocultural, 
human development approach to curricula (Weldemariam et al, 2017, p.348.). 

This leads us in to the previous research in relation to Sweden, the Swedish school system and ESD.  
 

Sweden 

ESD and SAEC 
In the area of previous research in Sweden, two findings related to ESD and SAEC, will be presented 
before moving on to ECE and ESD. With the combination of ESD and SAEC, some Swedish research 
can be found, but it is in relation to including the SAEC in the mentioning of “school” as a whole 
(which includes the elementary school, preschool-class and SAEC). When first searching through 
SwePub (a database that holds most Swedish research) for ESD [LHU] and SAEC [Fritidshem], three 
results were given, one of these held relevance in relation to the inclusion/exclusion criteria (appendix 
C): Jidesjö (2019). Later in my process of writing, a study by Manni and Knekta (2022) was found that 
focuses on SAEC directly, in combination with ESD. 

Let us start with Jidesjö (2019), who did a local study involving ESD in schools and preschools. The 
study involved an ESD project of the schools/preschool choosing, surveys, interviews and observed 
lessons. The SAEC is not mentioned separately, although SAEC teachers are included in the interview 
focus-groups and are mentioned throughout. My interpretation is that the SAEC is implied to be a part 
of the school and an asset. There is also one observed lesson hosted by SAEC teachers. In short, the 
results show that ESD is seen as something important. The survey taken by the management shows 
that to create a learning environment for sustainability some things are considered essential: 
involvement of the students, commitment from the management, support functions (for example in the 
form of lectures, material, guidance), good material, dialogs between colleagues, joint projects with 
the children/students, working locally with processes, and to be able to apply for means to cover 
identified needs. The teacher-focus groups raised participation, involvement, consciousness, attitude, 
continuity, good materials and tangible activities as important. There was also an increased 
understanding of the “three legs” of sustainable development (ecological, economic and social 
aspects) and cycles/courses for the teachers (Jidesjö, 2019, p.37-38). 

Manni and Knekta’s (2022) study is of relevance to this thesis due to combining SAEC and ESD. 
They sent out a questioner to SAEC teachers, preschool class teachers and teachers working towards 
the years 1-3 and 4-6. They asked questions regarding ESD [LHU] to get an overview of how, and 
with what content ESD is practiced and ask what conditions teachers need in that practice. Their study 
was based on a lack of knowledge in this field (the overlap between ESD and SAEC) and an 
overlooked potential in the pedagogies of SAEC combined with ESD. In short, their study shows a 
willingness to work with ESD, yet a wish for more knowledge surrounding it, and more support from 
the leaders of the schools. The SAEC teachers are set in relation to the other teacher-categories and 
one difference emerging in the SAEC is a greater wish for individual development of their competence 
(qualification) [kompetensutveckling]. Manni and Knekta conclude that this might have a relation to 
the SAEC teachers not having an explicit awareness of their own competence (2022, p.77). Over all 
the study also showed that the SAEC wanted more concrete examples of how to implement and teach 
ESD as well as time to discuss the topic with colleagues. Their study also identifies a hindrance in the 
SAEC not being able to reach is full potentials due to lack of resources.  
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ESD, SAEC and Curricula 
ESD and SAEC, as mentioned, are not often combined. There are however studies that still relate to 
both topics that affect each other and the curriculum. In the history section of this thesis, it is shown 
that ESD has been important in Sweden, but it is not always as simple as just implementing a concept. 
Ideland et al (2015 p.85-86) studied the discourse of ESD [LHU] and saw that it produces a difference 
between Swedes and “the others”, between white and coloured. The Swedes are constructed as 
sensible, altruistic and technologically advanced while “the others” are in need of our help. It showed 
that the “eco-certified children” are supposed to feel able to act and be optimistic while powerlessness 
and sadness are wrong. To combat these “bad feelings” the child is encouraged to gain knowledge and 
act in terms of symbolic acts (for example turning the lights off and recycling). Textbooks etc. showed 
that the responsibility in sustainable questions falls to the child. The discourse holds a technocratic- 
and post-political perspective where structural inequalities are hidden behind individual possibilities to 
act. It holds an attitude of that “everything will be solved by taking action and good intentions.”  

Add on to this, a profession that is struggling to meet its requirements; Boström and Augustsson 
(2016) shows that SAEC teachers’ thoughts and attitudes are in line with the previously mentioned 
reports and studies showing the inequality in premises (Manni & Knekta, 2022; Skolinspektionen, 
2010, 2018; Utredningen om fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020), and that many are housed 
within classrooms not adapted for SAEC activities (Lager, 2020). This makes it hard for the teachers 
to meet the requirements of the governing documents and might prove a hindrance in implementing 
ESD, and doing it in an equitable way. There is also a study, although targeting an older age-group 
and in a school setting, that shows that ESD is not fully implemented in schools (Manni et al, 2013). 
Manni et al (2013) compared schools that had an outdoor education and sustainable development 
focus, with non- “green” schools (their emphasis). It showed that one ESD-awarded school had to a 
higher degree, students that had perceived all the aspects of ESD (environmental, ecological, social). 
In the other schools, emphasis was put on environmental perspectives and outdoor activities, rather 
than all aspects of ESD. This perspective has been seen in other studies as well (Björneloo, 2004; 
Skolverket, 2002). 

Later, Olsson et al also compared “ESD certified schools” to non-certified ones and concluded that 

the ESD implementation of the UN DESD [UN decade of ESD] in the Swedish compulsory 
school system seems not to have been particularly successful with respect to the effect on 
pupils’ knowingness, attitudes, and behaviours associated with the SD dimensions. 
(Olsson et al, 2016, p.198) 

Mogren (2017) has looked at what organizational tools and prerequisites are needed for EDS/LHU to 
be well implemented, by studying schools already implementing it, and by talking to principals. She 
came up with several important directions: cooperation and process focused school development, 
student centred education, cooperation with the local community and a proactive leadership with a 
long-term focus (Mogren, 2017, p.49, My translation). Ärlemalm Hagsér (2016) have, in their 
quantitative study, looked at how ESD is viewed, practiced and if there’s enough resources, structures 
and help to implement it in to ECE. In Sweden it was shown that early childhood education teachers 
are positive towards ESD/LHU and that the teachers generally focus mostly on the environmental 
aspects of ESD/LHU. It also shows that they sometimes find it difficult to put ESD/LHU into practice 
and to get the social and economic aspects into their educational programme. It should be noted, that 
the ECE related curricula are different from the SAEC one. Borg and Samuelsson (2022) have found 
the SD, in the pre-school curriculum, to be holistic and to be integrating environmental, social and 
economic aspects. The curricula also portraits the children as competent and active participants who 
are able to change the ways they think, act and learn in relation to sustainability. Despite the 
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curriculars being different, SAEC has a tradition of holism (which is emphasised in the General 
Advice (Skolverket, 2014) and holds similarities to the ECE curriculars.  

Curricula and Competencies 
Looking at relevant curriculum studies, Osbeck et al (2018) has explored abilities and/or competencies 
in the Swedish religion and ethics curricula. Although this is not the same section of the curricula as 
the SAEC follows and the term “competencies” are not related to the eight Key Competencies of 
Redman and Wiek (2021) the study is still of interest. Osbeck et al brings up that formulating learning 
outcomes as competencies has been critiqued for marginalising content and purpose in education and 
saying that learning is not an end in itself (2018, p.400). They talk about the abilities in the Swedish 
curriculum being the closest to competencies, but that the Swedish word “förmåga” means ability and 
not competence. They also show that the knowledge requirements are often what students are graded 
on, not the abilities (p. 402). The conclusion is that in order to develop the educational quality a 
broader sense of education is needed and factors other than goals and curriculum needs to be focused 
on. Just as Manni and Knekta (2022) suggest, perhaps the SAEC can fill this gap? SAEC has a strong 
history of social learning (Boström & Augustsson, 2016.) and Jonsson’s (2021) recent study has 
shown that both principals and SAEC teachers hold a student-centred view of social learning. They 
also point out the importance of consciously reflected activities in SAEC in relation to social learning.  

To summarize, there is a presence of ESD in ECE internationally as well as in Sweden, however, in 
relation to SAEC there a few studies. Competencies are not often studied in younger ages, but has 
shown promise (Feriver et al, 2019; Julien et al, 2018). In Sweden, we see the SAEC struggling with 
implementing the curricula (Skolinspektionen, 2010, 2018; Utredningen om fritidshem och 
pedagogisk omsorg, 2020) and that schools in general struggle with implementing ESD (Björneloo, 
2004; Olsson, 2016; Skolverket, 2002). Despite this the teachers of the SAEC still wishes to work with 
ESD but they require support and resources (Manni & Knekta, 2022). We can also note that the 
combination of ESD and SAEC is rare and that it is a modest and budding field.  

 

Theory 
A big part of ESD is an underlying purpose of enacting change in the struggle against examples like 
climate change, biodiversity loss, socioeconomical challenges, and social injustices (UNESCO, 2017). 
With the introduction of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s (UNESCO, 2017) the 
educational part of SD has taken on a bigger role worldwide, and as such many approaches, methods 
and theories to enact this change has been tried. As previously mentioned, there has been critique 
against students simply learning about SD without actually getting tools to be able to enact change to 
our world. Redman and Wiek (2021), as well as Osbeck et al (2018), Olsson et al (2016) and others, 
are part of these critics.  
 

The Theoretical Framework 
Redman and Wiek’s response is a framework to try and define what Competencies are needed to 
“advance transformation towards sustainability” (2021, p.1). This builds on Wiek et al.’s (2011) 
earlier work, that is one of the most cited works within the study of Sustainability Competencies. 
Since it first was published, several people have utilized it and expanded upon it (some with more 
success than others (Redman & Wiek, 2021, p. 4-5). The additions led to Redman and Wiek updating 
the earlier framework, by doing an extensive systematic review, mapping these expansions. This new 
framework holds eight Key Competencies: five established Competencies (Systems-thinking, 
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Futures-thinking, Values-thinking, Strategies-thinking, and Inter-personal Competence), and three new 
emerging Competencies (Implementation, Integration and Intrapersonal). After defining these 
Competencies, they then put them in perspective to other types of Competencies in a framework. The 
goal of the framework is to create “change agents” (p.8) that are able to advance sustainability, rather 
than merely teaching knowledge about SD. They write: 

(…) the article describes a framework of eight Key Competencies in 
sustainability, broadly applicable to sustainability education in all disciplines. 
The unified framework of Key Competencies in sustainability links science, 
education, and society in the joint effort of broadening and accelerating 
transformations towards the Sustainable Development Goals. (Redman & Wiek, 
2021, p.8.) 

To add further perspective to this in relation to the Swedish curriculum, Osbeck et al (2018, p.399) 
talk about how the “language of competences” together with a focus on learning outcomes, tests and 
achievement-culture are linked and states that the Swedish system is a strongly steering system. They 
say that this takes away the unexpectedness of education, as in that everything is planned for and 
tested. For each subject in the Swedish curriculum, there are knowledge requirements, these are 
formulated in the form of abilities [förmågor], not Competencies [kompetenser], as Osbeck et al. 
(2018, p.402) points out. These abilities are a reflection of the purpose and core content of each 
subject. However, these knowledge requirements do not exist in the chapter of the SAEC, but there are 
abilities to be seen in its purpose text and core content. Osbeck et al (2018) also say that to be able to 
develop our educational quality we must look further than goals and curriculum content. In this 
context I find it interesting to look at the SAEC part of the curriculum with Redman and Wiek’s’ 
(2021) framework as well as Osbeck et al.’s (2018) analysis, since SAEC is traditionally not seen as 
steering or goal oriented.  

Firstly, the “framework to advance sustainability” will be presented to give an overview. Secondly, the 
“Key Competencies” will be defined to give further depth.  
 

Framework to Advance Sustainability 

In Figure 1 (below), we can see that Redman and Wiek (2021) differentiate between disciplinary 
Competencies, General Competencies, Professional Competencies and Key Sustainable Competencies 
by the dashed outlines. They also separate the Key Competencies, within its dashed outline, in to 
Planning Competencies and Key Professional Competencies. Although separated, all the different 
types of Competencies work to complement each other and towards creating change agents (Redman 
and Wiek, 2021). It is also of note that all of these different Competencies are set on two axes: Content 
dependent/independent and specific/generic. 

The Key Sustainability Competencies 
The Key Sustainability Competencies are shown in relation to other Competencies, as well as each 
other. First, let’s look at how Key Sustainability Competencies interact with each other. To be able to 
implement (Implementation Competency) ideas in a sustainable way, one ought to have the Planning 
Competencies, which are: Systems-, Futures-, Values-, and Strategies-thinking, as a foundation to 
support that implementation. These five Planning Competencies, combined with the two professional 
Key Competencies; Intra- and Inter-personal Competencies all lay a foundation for the 
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Integration Competency. Note that the Key Sustainability Competencies are specific, but content 
independent. They are specific due to their relation to sustainability.  

 
 

Disciplinary Competencies 
Disciplinary Competencies are content dependent and will differ between subjects, for example, in a 
language subject this would be the Competencies surrounding the language, such as speaking, reading, 
and writing. In this study, it becomes relevant in relation to the SAEC specific parts in the curriculum, 
namely the Core Content [centralt innehåll] (Skolverket, 2018; SNAE, 2018). This part of the 
curriculum holds four sub-headings; Language and communication, Creative and aesthetic forms of 
expression, Nature and society, and Games, physical activities, and outdoor excursions (Skolverket, 
2018; SNAE, 2018). These complement the Key Competencies by providing content dependent skills, 
both generic and specific, an example of this is having the knowledge of how ecosystems work 
(disciplinary), seeing how they connect to other ecosystems (Systems-thinking) seeing possible 
solution to restore one (Strategies-thinking) and implementing those solutions (Implementation). 

General and Professional Competencies: 
General and Professional Competencies are content independent and generic. They are, simply put, 
Competencies that are good to have, in general and in ones working life. They are also a building 

By Redman & Wiek (2021, p.7). For a Swedish translation, see Appendix B. 
Figure 1- Framework to advance sustainability 
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block to be able to utilize the Key Sustainability Competencies. Building on the earlier example of 
eco-systems: being able to learn new things and think critically will help make sure that one’s 
strategies are well thought through. The compassionate communication might be needed in 
combination with the Inter-personal Competencies to negotiate for better conditions for the ecosystem 
to thrive. The responsive project management, possibly combined with creativity, will help in leading 
others in a project like this, and to be able to integrate differing perspectives. Perhaps the parties 
involved in damaging this particular ecosystem has different goals, here is where creative solutions as 
well as the Planning Competencies are of great help.  

On a different note, it also bears mentioning that the Core Content of the SAEC (as mentioned in the 
disciplinary Competencies previously) could fall under the General Competencies, due to it containing 
many references to abilities such as “creativity”, this will be explored further in the discussion. 
 

The Key Sustainable Competencies Defined 
Redman and Wiek (2021) present the different Key Competencies within a table (p.6), 
which is also presented below. As shown above, their framework show how the 
Competencies (including the Key Sustaianble Competencies) are connected to each 
other (p.5,7). In Table 2, below, the Key Competencies will be further explained.  

COMPE-
TENSY DEFINITION DESCRIPTORS 

Systems–
thinking 

Ability to apply modelling and complex analytical 
approaches: 1) to analyse complex systems and 
sustainability problems across different domains 
(environmental, social, economic) and across different 
scales (local to global), including cascading effects, inertia, 
feedback loops, and other system dynamics; 2) to analyse 
the impacts of sustainability action plans (strategies) and 
interventions (how they change systems and problems). 

Understand, identify, describe, analyse 
sustainability challenges and problems, complex 
issues, effects, relationships, impacts, patterns, 
structures, unintended consequences, feedback 
loops, context, interactions, etc. across different 
domains (environmental, social, economic), 
scales (local to global), and perspectives 
(interdisciplinary), etc 

Futures-
thinking 

Ability to carry out or construct simulations, forecasts, 
scenarios, and visions: 1) to anticipate future states and 
dynamics of complex systems and sustainability problems; 
2) to anticipate how sustainability action plans (strategies) 
might play out in the future (if implemented). 

Anticipate, foresight, envision, craft, analyse, 
and evaluate long-term future consequences, 
scenarios (multiple futures), and visions 
regarding intergenerational equity, future 
generations, uncertainty, etc 

Values-
thinking 

Ability to identify, map, specify, negotiate, and apply 
sustainability values, principles, and goals: 1) to assess the 
sustainability of current and/or future states of complex 
systems; and 2) to construct sustainability visions for these 
systems; (3) to assess the sustainability of action plans 
(strategies) and interventions. 

Identify, assess, negotiate, reconcile, reflect on, 
map, apply sustainability principles, morals, 
norms, ethics, goals, integrity, justice, conflicts, 
trade-offs, etc 

Strategies-
thinking 

Ability to construct and test viable strategies (action plans) 
for interventions, transitions, and transformations toward 
sustainability. 

Design, create, develop, test transformative, 
innovative, viable, feasible interventions, 
transitions, strategies, action plans, solutions, 
etc. considering barriers, inertia, path 
dependence, carriers, assets, etc.  

Imple-
mentation 

Ability to put sustainability strategies (action plans) into 
action, including implementation, adaptation, transfer and 
scaling, in effective and efficient ways.  

Implement, enact, adapt, manage, transfer, scale 
action plans, strategies, change plans, 
intervention plans, governance initiatives, etc 
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Inter-
personal 

Ability 1) to collaborate successfully in inter-disciplinary 
and -professional teams; and 2) to involve diverse 
stakeholders, in meaningful and effective ways, in 
advancing sustainability transformations. 

Enable, motivate, facilitate interdisciplinary, 
transdisciplinary, cross-cultural collaboration in 
teams and among stakeholders through listening, 
compassionate communication, negotiation, 
conflict resolution, empathic leadership, etc. 

Intra-
personal 

Ability to avoid personal health challenges and burnout in 
advancing sustainability transformations through resilience-
oriented self-care (awareness and self-regulation) 

Reflect, motivate, have respect for, be 
responsible, be empathetic, selfcare for identity, 
commitment, feelings, burnout, personal 
boundaries, limits of capacity, etc 

Integration 

Ability to apply collective problem-solving procedures to 
complex sustainability problems: 1) to develop viable 
sustainability strategies (action plans); and 2) successfully 
implement them, in collaborative and self-caring ways. 

Develop, apply, promote, make decisions to 
advance sustainability by using viable, equitable, 
and inclusive solution processes, procedures, 
frameworks, schemes, etc 

Table 2. Definition of Key Competencies 

In relation to Osbeck’s (2018) definition, the “descriptors” column seen in the table, is what Osbeck 
would see as abilities. Another thing of note is that Redman and Wiek (2021) put emphasis on that the 
list of definitions (table 2, above) should not be used without the framework (figure 1, presented 
above) and that General, Disciplinary and Professional Competencies complement the Key 
Sustainability Competencies. They argue that simply providing Disciplinary and General 
Competencies are not enough to be able to create “change agents” that will advance sustainability. By 
utilizing the framework (Figure 1) to add an additional dimension to the Key Competencies (table 2) 
in my analysis, I aim to add more depth to the analysis in the hopes of better being able to identify the 
connections between abilities and Competencies expressed in the data and thus answer the research 
questions.  

In summary, the Key Sustainable Competencies and the framework to advance sustainability (Redman 
& Wiek) provide a foundation for the analytical work done in this thesis (it is part of the “dictionary” 
which the content is analysed against, which will be presented in depth in the method section). It is 
also essential in my aim to answer which Key Competencies are expressed in the documents analysed 
and to understand how these Competencies are mentioned in relation to abilities.  

 

Method 
A content analysis is a useful method in discerning patterns, a qualitative content analysis especially 
so (Drisko & Maschi, 2015; Neuendorf, 2017). A qualitive content analysis is an interpretation of text 
(or other types media) with the aim of describing the meaning within these texts, it often utilizes 
categories and themes both as a method of answering the researchers’ chosen questions, but also as a 
result (Drisko & Maschi, 2015). Content analysis is a method that is systematic, in line with this the 
SALSA method (Booth et al, 2012) has lent further structure and validity to this thesis.  

The SALSA method is related to systematic reviews (Booth et al, 2012), but could be applicable in a 
content analysis as well. The systematic part of a systematic review indicates a transparency in the 
method to the point where the review can be replicated, which lends it validity and accountability, and 
helps counter the personal bias of the author (Booth, et al, 2012). The content analysis also speaks of 
replicability, validity and transparency as important points of its method (Drisko & Maschi, 2015; 
Neuendorf, 2017). To further give support to the combination of content analysis and SALSA, 
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Neuendorf’s (2017) criteria for conducting a scientific content analysis will be presented with context 
of this thesis; 

 Objectivity – Intersubjectivity, speaks for itself, and to which effort has been made to be 
transparent throughout the thesis. 

 An a priori design, meaning that the researcher has a pre-written “dictionary” as a guide 
whilst analysing the content. Here a combination of Redman and Wieks (2021) theory, 
definitions of ESD and SALSA has laid a foundation for the things searched for in the data 
(see Appendix F as an example of codes used). 

 Reliability and Replicability, asks if the study made in such a way that it can be replicated? 
Efforts has been taken to negate personal bias and to be transparent, but no researcher can be 
truly neutral. If someone were to read the data they would, hopefully, at least see and 
understand the results that has been shown if they are not able to replicate them. 

 Validity, asks if the research is measuring what it intends to? The SALSA method is a help in 
achieving this by adding a systematic way of doing the analysis in relation to the research 
questions. 

 Generalizability, as in, can the results be generalized? They could not, they are very specific 
to the documents analysed, as well as to SAEC programme. Here it is believed that SALSA 
lends further validity with its systematic aproach. 

 Hypothesis testing based on theory, meaning that the results need to be tested and made sure 
that they are valid. Here it was ensured during the analysis that the parameters of the coding, 
the “dictionary” (Neuendorf, 2017), was consistent through the work.  

Neuendorf (2017) talks about theory as a tool to provide a map for generalisation of phenomena, this 
combined with Redman and Wiek’s (2021) framework for advancing sustainability will, in 
combination with SALSA (Booth et al, 2012), provides a way to concretely identify Key 
Competencies and set them in relation to abilities seen in the analysed data via the help of a systematic 
approach.  

In short; the definition of the Key Competencies (Table 2, p.19) will help in identifying Competencies 
in the documents provided by the SNAE. The framework (Figure 1) will then help show how these 
Competencies are connected to the abilities mentioned in the data. Finally, that will provide a 
foundation to find new knowledge. In this chapter the structure of “SALSA”, will be utilized to go 
deeper in to this.  
 

the SALSA Method 
As mentioned, the content analysis is systematically structured through the use of Booth et al.’s (2012) 
SALSA framework (Search, AppraisaL, Synthesis, Analysis). Search is the stage where data is found 
by, as is indicated, searching databases. AppraisaL is where the quality and validity of the collected 
data is appraised. Synthesis is the stage where the data is processed by, as an example, looking at 
patterns, consistencies and inconsistencies, identifying divergent or disconfirming cases. Synthesis is 
examining what the data says, in comparison to Analysis where what the data means is determined 
(Booth et al, 2012, p.170). Analysis is the stage where the synthesised data is made sense out of, it is 
set in relation to already existing data and evaluated as well as tested in relation to the strength and 
validity of one’s results. One could also define it as an abductive analysis, it is deductive in finding 
competencies and inductive in looking for abilities and themes. 
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Search  
The search was done in two stages. Initially there was hope of finding articles to be able to apply the 
theoretical framework to, to answer my research questions. However, the articles found where more 
suitable for the history and previous research sections of this thesis, due to them already being 
analysed and/or having a topic that, while relevant for the history/previous research perspective, would 
not help answer the research questions. Therefore, the decision was made to only analyse material 
provided by the SNAE that held relation to the curriculum, SAEC or ESD. For transparency’s sake, 
and to help understand as to why the search for data was not as simple as initially predicted, both 
stages shall be explained.  

The initial search 
The databases used initially were Scopus and SwePub. I applied different combinations of:  

Curriculum, sustainability, sustainable development, education for sustainable development, 
ESD, leisure, leisure centre, educare, after-school care, School-age educare, early childhood 
education, ECE, preschool, competencies and Key Competencies. 

In Swedish I applied combinations off: 

Läroplan, hållbarhet, hållbar utveckling, lärande för hållbar utveckling, LHU, fritid, fritids, 
fritidshem (fritid*), förskola, förskoleklass, kompetenser (kompetens*), förmågor (förmåg*). 

Exclusions were, in both languages: higher education (applied by the database algorithm when 
searching sustainability, and applied by myself though by reading when searching terms with fewer 
results such as SAEC and Key Competencies) and anything relating to sustainability but not in an 
educational setting. To see the initial search inclusions/exclusions, see Appendix C. 

However, all of the research used in this thesis was not found in these searches since they yielded 
varying results and few overlaps with my work. I therefor also looked at articles citing Wiek et al 
(2011), Weldemariam et al (2017) and cross-referenced the results from SwePub with an informal list 
of the current SAEC research provided by my mentors (this to further ensure I had not missed any 
pertinent research).  

The additional search 
Since the initial search did not yield any data that paired well with the curriculum and its 
accompanying policy documents, a decision was made to expand my search. By searching the SNAE 
webpage (Skolverket.se) additional reports were found and an outline of a SD award (later placed in 
the category “additional material” during the synthesis) and with the suggestions from my mentors, 
there was also an inclusion of an ESD module provided by the SNAE (also found at the webpage 
Skolverket.se). See  
Appendix D, for a list of the data.  
 

AppraisaL 
Looking over the data found in the two searches, the initial search showed that the majority of the 
research presented (in the history and previous research) were peer-reviewed articles. However, some 
of the references are drawn from books (mostly written by researchers with a foundation in their own 
peer-reviewd works). The inclusion of these books is done due to the SAEC field being small and 
findings its history represented only in peer-reviewed articles proved difficult. 
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The data authored by SNAE have varying work behind them. The governing documents are, as most 
curriculums and policy documents, reviewed and revised before applied in schools. The reports are 
commissioned by the SNAE and carried out by researchers. The documents of the ESD module are 
written by researchers and have a few references but are not peer-reviewed (to my knowledge) and 
are, in their language, written to be easy to understand and are not directed at academia. An overview 
of these documents can be found in  
Appendix D.  

I have not had reason to exclude any data due to poor quality or lack of validity. They only question in 
validity and/or quality of note are mentioned above.  
 

Synthesis 
In short, the synthesis was done by first putting the data into manageable categories, and then through 
coding in the program Atlas.ti. The coding was done via a mix of narrative synthesis and framework 
synthesis (Booth et al., 2012, p.147, 150), that ran parallel. Lastly, I mapped and compared the 
synthesised results. These steps will be develop further below, starting with a presentation of the 
categories. 

Document groups 
The SNAE documents were put in to three categories before coding: Governing documents, the ESD 
module, and Additional Material. I will explain these groups down below, for a table-overview of 
documents, it’s groups and sub-groups, and references, see  
Appendix D. 
 
1. Governing documents. In this first category, “the national curriculum for the elementary school, 
preschool-class and SAEC” (Skolverket, 2018. SNAE, 2018) was studied. It was done by dividing the 
three chapters used by the SAEC (chapter 1,2 and 4) into two parts and studying them separately. 
Chapter 1-2 provides the overall goals for all of the primary school-system and all who work within. 
These two chapters, as mentioned in the history section, was for a period the only curricular document 
the SAEC programme had, but as of 2016 chapter 4 was added, which is directed only at the SAEC. 
The reason to separate them during the analysis is twofold. One reason is that chapter 4 was added 
later and that its later addition might prove to hold significance in comparison to the older chapters. 
The second reason is the other two SNAE documents in this category and their relation to these 
chapters. These two documents are “the Governing Advice for the SAEC” [Allmänna råd för 
Fritidshem] (Skolverket, 2014) and the “School-age educare – a commentary material to the fourth 
part of the curriculum” [Fritidshemmet – ett kommentarmaterial till läroplanens fjärde del] 
(Skolverket, 2016a). The General Advice is directed towards SAEC teachers and gives advice on how 
to apply chapter 1-2 in the SAEC programme. The commentary material is also directed at SAEC 
teachers and helps with application of the SAEC specific chapter (4) in the SAEC programme. The 
separation of the chapters of the curriculum have therefor been advantageous to be able to see patterns 
inter-related in the data.  
 
2. The ESD module. This category hold documents that are related to the module hosted by the SNAE 
and is by far the largest in the amount of data and holds 21 documents. The module is accessible to all 
but directed at teachers who want to implement ESD into their teachings. It is a guided education 
directed at teachers (in general, not SAEC specific) to develop their skills [kompetensutveckling] in 
ESD, and is meant to be something you undertake together with co-workers (Skolverket, 2021). The 
module contains 7 parts, and each part has 2-4 documents. One always being introductory that holds 
questions for the teachers to consider for themselves and amongst co-workers, as well as an activity 
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to implement. The other documents are either a text written by a researcher or an example of how SD 
is implemented in schools. Some parts contain a short video, these have also been coded.  

 
3. Additional material. This category holds the documents that does not have a natural place yet still 
talk about ESD or SAEC. First there is “SNAE’s regulation of the award: a school for sustainable 
development” [Skolverkets föreskrifter om utmärkelsen Skola för hållbar utveckling] which details the 
requirement for a school to earn the award (SKOLFS, 2009). Secondly, the category also contains two 
reports made by the SNAE to evaluate the SAEC; “Quality in SAEC” [kvalitet i fritidshem] 
(Skolinspektionen, 2010) and “Teaching in SAEC within the areas of language and commination, as 
well as nature and society” [Undervisning i fritidshemmet inom områdena språk och kommunikation 
samt natur och samhälle] (Skolinspektionen, 2018). Thirdly, there is a report made by Östman (2001) 
on environmental education and ESD. Lastly there is the “accounting of the benefits of the 
international work for education for sustainability“ [Redovisning av nyttan av det internationella 
arbete för utbildning för hållbarhet] (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012) which, as portrayed in the title, 
lists the benefits of the international ESD work.  

The Framework Synthesis 
A framework synthesis was utilised to focus on identifying passages in the data that related to Redman 
and Wiek’s (2021) definition of Competencies. Booth et al (2012) recommends using this type of 
synthesis when a conceptual framework already exists and notes that, even though it is a deductive 
approach, new topics may be developed, added to or incorporated with already existing ones (p.150). 
This framework synthesis is what Neuendorf (2017) defines as a “dictionary” within content analysis 
and it holds the role of acting as a roadmap whilst coding the data.   

First, Redman and Wieks’ Competencies table and framework were translated to Swedish (2021. See 
Appendix A and Appendix B), to be able to more easily compare the chosen documents against the 
Key Competencies. A point or paragraph of a document was rated in strength of likeness to first the 
definition of the Competence, second to the description of the Competence and thirdly to the singular 
abilities mentioned in the description (see Figure 2 and explanation below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A strong resemblance indicates: that the match in likeness is high. The point/paragraph encompasses 
capabilities in relation to sustainability (or the three aspects of ESD; environmental, social, economic). 
This also likens the point/paragraph to the definition of the Competence. 

A moderate resemblance indicates: that the match is similar in essence. The point/paragraph talks 
about capabilities and/or abilities, but not necessarily in relation to sustainability. The point/paragraph 
hold some semblance to part of the definition and the description of the Competence.  

A vague resemblance indicates: that the point/paragraph is similar to parts of the description. The 
point/paragraph holds potential to be a Competence, but is not.  

Figure 2. Codings 
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The Narrative Synthesis 
Parallel to the framework synthesis, a narrative synthesis was applied, which is something 
recommended with data of varying quality (and even though the data all comes from the SNAE, they 
differ greatly in characteristics as shown in the appraisal- and document groups sections). The 
narrative synthesis is also encouraged when exploring relationships between data (Booth, 2012, p.27, 
147). A narrative approach is also in line with the qualitative content analysis (Drisko & Maschi, 
2015). Applied to this thesis it meant searching for themes common throughout the data. The 
concepts/themes that reoccurred and concepts related to definitions of ESD given by the SNAE (as 
shown earlier in the key terms) were highlighted by coding in Atlas.ti. The work done through the 
narrative synthesis is also seen in the results, in how the data is presented in themes.  

Throughout the coding the themes were revised as new ones have emerged. For example, when 
concepts seemed diffuse in one document but clear in another, I backtracked to make sure the 
premises of the codes where the same. When noticing that strong resemblances where few, the 
moderate resemblance was added, and then the previous codings revised. This is an example, within 
the confines of this thesis, of the hypothesis testing Neuendorf (2017) speaks of.  

Mapping and comparing 
After the coding, the correlation between documents were mapped out (for example, a coded point 
made in the curriculum chapter 4, was repeated in the commentary and further explained, the same 
point was then also mirrored in the curriculum chapter 1, and further discussed in the commentary 
material). There was also mapping made of the correlation between the concepts/themes and 
Competencies as well as any co-occurrence (overlap) of Competencies (for example Systems-thinking 
and Strategies-thinking are often found in the same paragraphs, or the theme Problem-solving is co-
occurring with Systems-thinking). Examples of this can be found in Appendix E (map) and Appendix 
F (co-occurrence tables). Lastly, all of the synthesised data was compared to Redman and Wiek’s 
framework (2021, p.7) (Figure 1, as well as the Swedish versions in Appendix B).  
 

Analysis  
For the analysis, the synthesised results (the coded paragraphs, the maps, and the tables of co-
occurrence) were put in relation to each other to, as Booth et al say, see what they mean (2012, p.170). 
By looking at all of this, themes based on the narrative synthesis in combination with the framework 
synthesis, started to emerge and form a pattern. This pattern was mapped out, by help of Atlas.ti, post-
it’s and pen and paper. This new map was reviewed to make sure the themes and their correlation 
(within themselves as well as to in relation to abilities and Competencies) held up and where not 
drawn out of a confirmation bias or from a personal bias. Booth et al’s (2012) suggestion of following 
up surprises was utilized (which were recorded throughout the work as per their suggestion). By also 
looking at relationships between the data, “spurious relations” have been ruled out by taking in to 
consideration if a third factor or variable might possibly explain the identified relation in the data 
(Booth et al, 2012, p.173), this again also helps with the hypothesis testing (Neuendorf, 2017).  

There were three reasons to define these results of the synthesis’ as “themes”. Firstly, one theme holds 
several abilities (as will be shown in Self), or nuances of abilities (for example being able to Change 
Perspective in different ways and in different settings). This would present a problem if the themes 
were called “abilities”. Secondly, the themes having overlaps within themselves, as shown in later in 
Figure 3, calls for a wider concept-name then the narrow “ability”. Thirdly, I could not call them 
Competencies. From Redman and Wiek’s (2021) perspective they would probably espouse that these 
themes are a foundation for Key Competencies to exist, but are not actual Key Competencies. And per 
their definition – that is correct. However, it is still important to note that these themes are influenced 
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by the Key Competencies and would not have emerged without them as a perspective throughout the 
steps of the SALSA-method. 
 

Validity, Reliability and Ethics 
Looking at the overall validity of the thesis Preissle (2015) mentions of compliance and research 
integrity comes to mind. Compliance being the treatment of humans and animal subjects being 
studied, and research integrity is how “good” the research is. It looks at  

whether the topic or question pursued has some scholarly or professional significance; whether 
research practices are defensible by some criteria; whether researchers are honest about their 
standpoints, interests, and procedures; and whether such violations as falsification, fabrication, 
or plagiarism are involved. (Macfarlane through Preissle, 2015, p.3.) 

This is clearly something important for all research, but especially in narrative synthesis where the 
authors bias can heavily influence the outcome of the research. I have tried to be as transparent in the 
process as possible and have taken extra care to log my work throughout the process to avoid my bias 
influencing the result, this can be seen in the appendices. I cannot make it fully unbiased but I have 
tried to make my voice, my position, as the author clear (Booth, 2015, p. 175). As for the first point, 
compliance, I have not interacted with people, only documents, nor has there be anything that could be 
likened to sensitive data (all the documents analysed are public and authored by the SNAE). Thus, 
there has been no need for any informed consent (Neuendorf, 2017).  

The reliability of the study is founded in the choice of theoretical framework and method applied to 
answer the research questions, and in the reproducibility of the process. The theoretical framework 
contributes with a framework for advancing sustainability to compare the data against. This 
framework was chosen due to its inherent goal of creating change agents, thus providing a tool capable 
of measuring more than just SD knowledge within students, and in this case the documents. The 
method gives means of how to compare the data against this framework. By utilising the SALSA 
method (and the framework- and narrative synthesis within) within this content analysis, a systematic 
way of comparing the Key Competencies and abilities was provided. Thus, the theoretical framework 
and method work in tandem to answer the research questions, providing a foundation of what key 
competencies and abilities are, how they are similar and different, and of how they are connected to 
each other. The limitations of these choices are that documents are analysed and not the practice of the 
teachers, therefor one must be aware that the results reflect the documents and are not a mirror of the 
practices of the SAEC teachers. The fact that very specific documents are analysed could also be seen 
as a narrow use of content analysis as generalizability is sometimes sought (Neuendorf, 2017). 
Another limitation is that the documents are viewed from the perspective of a theoretical framework 
published in a section of a journal aimed at higher education. It has been shown that specific Key 
Competencies can be taught to younger ages (Feriver et al, 2019; Julien et al, 2018) but is has not, 
from what has been found within the scope of this thesis, been set in relation to SAEC. This could be 
seen as a hindrance, although, as the author, having a background including both an ESD and a SAEC 
education, have provided tools to understand and navigate the theoretical framework and apply it to a 
SAEC context.  

This thesis has mixed data in both Swedish and English. Transparency has always been sought when 
translating something, by showing when translation was made as well as by doing research in to 
similar terms to make sure the correct ones are used (for example ability vs. competence or the 
abbreviation SAEC.). Thus, the translations should not be a hindrance to the validity of the research, 
despite concepts being interpreted differently in different cultures. This thesis majorly holds European 
research and where conflicts have arisen, they have been addressed (for example already established 
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concepts like competence/ability). Having experience with both the ESD- and the SAEC terminology 
have helped in making this possible. 

In terms of ethics, the recommendation of the Swedish Research Counsel (2017) has been followed. 
They base their guidelines on Swedish law, which is pertinent since that is where this thesis is written. 
Amundsen and Msoroka (2019) questioning of universal ethical guidelines have also been taken into 
account, due to ethics being different around the world. Their concept, Responsive Ethics (Amundsen 
& Msoroka, 2019, p.575), has been a guideline when writing this thesis, despite not interacting with 
people, only data. As mentioned, the data collected for this thesis, and much of the previous research 
has its base in a western culture. 

In summation, I argue that this study is valid and reliable through the transparency and reproducibility 
provided by the tools chosen to answer the research questions. The biggest perceived threat is my own 
personal bias in coding, which, as mentioned, have been negated to the best of my ability, through 
transparency and a systematic approach. No ethical obstacles can be seen, that would jeopardise the 
results and I have tried to keep my stance, and western point of view, clear and separate from the 
results.  

 

Results 
The results will be presented in three parts that aims to answer the research questions: Firstly, the lack 
of Key Competencies, wherein I present the results of the framework synthesis of the Competency-
codings and try to answer which Key Competencies are expressed. Secondly, the header abilities are 
more prominent than Competencies presents the result in relation to the framework, wherein the 
foundation for the connection between the Competencies to abilities is laid down. And thirdly, the 
Themes will delve deeper in to this connection. In the combination of the narrative and framework 
synthesis, the relationship between the Competencies and abilities was put in to themes. These themes 
helps to present the picture of what is more or less prevalent and dive even deeper into how the 
Competencies are related to abilities.   
 

The lack of Key Competencies 
Here the results from the framework synthesis will be 
presented. The focus of this part of the results stems from 
mentions of Key Competencies that were found within 
the data (for a list, see Appendix F and Appendix G) and 
coded strong, moderate or vague (see box and/or p.23). 

The results show that there are no direct mentions of Key 
Competencies in any of the documents. There are 
however paragraphs and points that are similar in 
concepts. Overall, the strong codings were minimal, the 
modest codings few, and the vague codings abundant. 
This tells us that there is not a focus on these types of 
Competencies within the data, and the abundance of 
vague codings show a focus on abilities rather than 
Competencies. I found the most codes related to Inter-personal Competence and Systems-thinking 
Competence. I found the least overlap with Integration Competence. It is also clear that the ESD 

Codes used when searching for Key Competencies (p.23)  

A strong resemblance indicates: that the match in 
likeness is high. The point/paragraph talks about 
capabilities in relation to sustainability (or the three 
aspects of ESD; environmental, social, economic). This 
also likens the point/paragraph to the definition of the 
competence. 

A moderate resemblance indicates: that the match is 
similar in essence. The point/paragraph talks about 
capabilities and/or abilities, but not necessarily in relation 
to sustainability. The point/paragraph is more similar to 
the description of the competence.  

A vague resemblance indicates: that the point/paragraph 
is similar to parts of the description. The point/paragraph 
holds potential to be a competence, but is not. 
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module holds most of the codings, which makes sense seeing how the topic of sustainability is 
prevalent there as well as in the Competencies, making the codes more likely to be strong or moderate. 
In contrast, this shows us that the governing documents, and the documents in the additional material, 
does not have this focus. For an overview of the count of codings, see Appendix G.  

The Key Competencies have an inherent relation to SD, without SD they would not be Key 
Competencies (Redman & Wiek, 2021). This inherently means that the ESD-module has a greater 
chance of having an overlap with the Key Competencies, which is seen in the data as well. In the 
curriculum, SD is only mentioned four times (Skolverket, 2018, s. 8, s.12, s.23, s.24) twice in chapter 
1, twice in chapter 4, and are phrased in a similar way. It is also mentioned once in the general advice 
(Skolverket, 2014, s.55). In these documents there is no explanation or foundation for how SD can be 
worked with. In the commentary material it is defined to include an ecological, economic and social 
dimension and it is clarified that it, in a SAEC context, can be applied to working with choices and 
consequences (Skolverket, 2016a, p.16). This shows us the clear lack of SD focus within the 
governing document: the documents the SAEC teachers refer to most. I will revisit this in the themes 
later on as well as the discussion.  

To summarize; there are no mentions of Key Competencies in the analysed documents, there are 
however paragraphs that can be linked to these Competencies by similarity. The overall data had 
mostly vague codings related which are more relatable to abilities then Competencies. As expected, 
the focus on sustainability in the ESD-module gave it more codings than the data in the categories: 
governing documents and additional material. This is also in line with the few mentions of SD in the 
governing documents.  
 

Abilities are more prominent than Competencies 
This part will highlight some of the key sustainability-codings in relation to the framework (see Figure 
1, or Redman and Wiek, 2021, p.7) to start showing the relationship between the Key Competencies 
from the theory and the abilities seen in the data. The result will be presented through the groupings of 
Competencies seen in the framework: Planning Competencies, Key Professional Competencies, 
General Competencies and Professional- and Disciplinary Competencies. 

Planning Competencies are not mirrored in the data 
The “Planning Competencies” is a sub-header under Key Competencies and includes: Systems-, 
Values-, Futures-, and Strategies-thinking. They are categorized as Planning Competencies, which are 
needed in support of implementing sustainability. There is a vague overlap between the codes related 
to the Planning Competencies, just as pictured in the framework. An example is one of the purpose 
points in chapter four of the curriculum, that states that the students should be given the opportunities 
to: 

experiment with and develop ideas, solve 
problems and put their ideas into action 
(SNAE, 2018, p.24) 

pröva och utveckla idéer, lösa problem och omsätta 
idéerna i handling (Skolverket, 2018, p.23) 

 
To clarify, in the curriculum some points are made several times, this example above is a summarized 
point from the text in the “purpose” part of the SAEC curricula chapter. This point is also developed 
further in the Commentary material (Skolverket, 2016a, p. 11). A similar point is seen in chapter 2 of 
the curriculum (Skolverket, 2018, p.12) and that point then developed in the General Advice 
(Skolverket, 2014, p.35) (for an idea of how these connections are mapped out, see Appendix E). 
Through these connections, multiple coding of Systems-, Values-, Futures-, and Strategies-thinking 
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and also Implementation are seen in this example. It does not hold exact Competencies (which has 
already been mentioned is lacking in the data), but rather moderate and vague codings.  

This example also holds references to Problem-solving, which in the data is linked to Systems-
thinking codings (see Appendix F). There is mention of trying ideas and experimenting which could 
be connected to Strategies thinking and Values-thinking. It is also mentioned in one report that when 
given opportunity to work on projects long-term, the students will be able to build further on already 
established ideas (Skolinspektionen, 2018, p.21) which could be linked to Futures-thinking.  

Despite this example showing the connection between the coded paragraphs and Competencies, and 
the overlaps between the Competencies in some paragraphs, the connection between the Planning 
Competencies are not clear if the data is viewed as a whole. The question is; does the Planning 
Competencies lead to Implementation, as noted in the framework? Looking at the data, the only 
Competence well-connected to Implementation Competence is the Systems-thinking. This shows that 
Implementation is, in these documents, most often connected to Systems-thinking and although I can 
say that I see a correlation between the “Planning Competencies”, I cannot see that they together lead 
to Implementation. All in all, it does not tell us much in relation to the framework, but the connection 
between Systems-thinking and Implementation will be further presented in the themes. In relation to 
the research questions, it helps show that the Competencies are not prominent in the data, yet there are 
abilities that reoccur in relation to the Competencies, such as problem-solving mentioned here.  

Key Professional Competencies holds a different perspective in the data 
Key Professional Competencies is the second sub-heading under the Key Competencies (alongside 
Planning Competencies, previously mentioned). It looks at the Inter-personal and Intra-personal 
Competencies, and links them, together with Implementation, to the Integration Competence (see 
Figure 1, or Redman and Wiek (2021) p.7). In the data analysed there is no mention of professionality, 
nor engaging stakeholders but there is a big emphasis on working with others (teamwork), which will 
also be prevalent in the themes. There are, in the data, an overlap between Intra-personal and Inter-
personal Competencies. 

An example where they overlap, mapped like the example given above in “Planning Competencies” is 
this paragraph in chapter 4 of the curriculum: 

Thus, the pupils will be given the conditions to 
develop self-confidence and their ability to co-
operate and handle conflicts in a constructive 
manner (SNAE, 2018, p. 24) 

Därigenom ska eleverna ges förutsättningar att 
utveckla tilltro till sig själva samt sin förmåga 
att samarbeta och att hantera konflikter på ett 
konstruktivt sätt (Skolverket, 2018, p.22) 

 
Here we can see an influence from Inter-personal Competence in how the students are to learn how to 
co-operate (coded vague) and Intra-personal Competence in how they are to be given conditions to 
develop self-confidence (also coded vague). We will come back to this example in the themes, but for 
now it shows a common example of how Inter- and Intra-personal are presented in relation to each 
other. In short it can be seen as “oneself in relation to others” where the individual is set next the 
group/other people and is to orient themselves in relation to that group/others.  

In the framework, the Inter-personal Competence is linked to the Integration Competence (the Intra-
personal one has one vague co-occurrence). The data has shown a focus on individuality and identity 
in relation to the Intra-personal Competence, which does not overlap with the “collective problem-
solving procedures” Redman and Wiek (2021, p.6) attributed to Integration Competence. This is a 
factor in why so few co-occurrences exist with Integration, as well as to why Integration has so few 
codings in the data. How the individuality and identity is seen will be presented in depth later on.  
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The results show that there is little Implementation and even less Integration seen in the codes, and 
thus little mention of it in the data overall, is something we will come back to later.  

General Competencies as Abilities 
Returning to the vague codings mentioned in “the lack of Key Competencies” section of the result, 
they lean more towards what we, in Sweden, would call “abilities” (Osbeck, 2018) but what Redman 
and Wiek (2021) would categorize as “General Competencies”, they specify them as: Critical 
thinking, Creativity and Learning. They show that these General Competencies are generic and 
content-independent, which is also true for the codings. This is important in the relation to that Key 
Competencies are content dependent and specific (due to being related to SD). This distinction is what 
separates the abilities seen in the data from the Competencies described in the theory. This distinction 
shows the inherent difference between the Key Competencies and the abilities, and the similarity of 
abilities and what Redman and Wiek (2021) calls “General Competencies”. These abilities set in 
relation to the Competencies will be delved deeper into in the later section: Themes.  

The lack of Professional- and Disciplinary Competencies  
The Professional Competencies: Compassionate Communication and Responsible Project 
Management, is not something seen to be taught to the students in the data. In the General Advice 
(Skolverket, 2014) there is a potential of these Competencies being encouraged in the SAEC teachers. 
However, I have not looked further in to this due to abilities and Competencies taught to students 
being the focus of this thesis, and not teachers.  

Similarly, I have not looked in to the Disciplinary Competencies of the SAEC since it is not taught 
like a subject in school, and is not a content-dependent didactic (Skolverket, 2014). What is 
traditionally seen to be the content of the SAEC is more in line with the General Competencies, such 
as creative activities, learning through curiosity and providing a meaningful leisure time for 
the students (Haglund et al, 2020; Philgren, 2013). This, as previously stated, will be developed further 
in the themes-section. 

From the what has been presented in the first and second part of the result, we can conclude: 

 There are no Key Competencies expressed in the data. What is shown is more akin to 
abilities/General Competencies. This holds significance for the themes, presented later.  

 Key Competencies are content dependent and specifically related to SD. The abilities seen in 
the data are content independent and generic and therefore not the same as the Key 
Competencies.  

 There are more similarities with the Key Competencies in the ESD-module (Skolverket, 2021) 
than the governing documents, which barely mentions sustainability.  

 When it comes to the Planning Competencies (Systems-, Values-, Futures-, and Strategies-
thinking) there are some similarities with Redman and Wieks (2021) framework, but not 
enough to say that the same pattern is occurring in the data. Strategies-thinking has the 
strongest link to Implementation in the data that say all the Planning Competencies provides a 
foundation for Implementation.)  

 The Key Professional Competencies (Inter- and Intra-personal) are often mentioned side by 
side in the data with the perspective “oneself in relation to others”. These do not lead to 
Integration (as Redman and Wiek (2021) indicate). In the data only a few connections are 
made between Inter-personal and Integration.  

 There is a lack of Implementation and Integration influence in the data. 
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Despite these finding, the fact that the Key Competencies are not mentioned directly makes it hard 
to say with certainty that the relationships between the Competencies is a fact or merely a 
coincidence. However, what is seen clearly is the difference between the Competencies and the 
abilities. What has been presented so far is an overview and has touched on the foundation of the 
connection between the Key Competencies and abilities, in this third and final section of the result 
the themes presented will delve deeper in to this connection. 
 

Themes 
With the two previous sections of the results in mind, the third and last part will be presented; the 
themes. These evolved from the combination of the narrative- and framework synthesis. The themes 
are, in short, abilities influenced by Key Competencies sorted in to groups (themes). The thematization 
is inspired by what has been seen to be mentioned often in the data, what is defined by the SNAE to be 
important for ESD and what the Key Competencies are described to encompass, or in other words it 
was what the content analysis “dictionary”, the roadmap, led to (Neuendorf, 2017). 

Thus, from the data emerged eight themes; Change Perspective, Others, Self, Action Competence, 
Creativity, Problem-solving, Critical Thinking, and Evaluation (these are presented without any 
particular order).  

Below, the themes will be explained, as 
well as their overlaps, their connection to 
different Competencies and examples 
from the data will be provided. To 
simplify, the themes are presented with 
numbers, however the numbers hold no 
significance, but the order helps showing 
the overlaps presented in Figure 3. For an 
overview of the content of the themes, 
with short notes and color-coded relation 
to Competencies, Appendix H is 
encouraged to be referenced alongside 
my explanations. 

1. Change Perspective 
This theme encompasses the ability to 
change perspectives and emerges out of 
several Competencies: Futures-thinking, 
Values-thinking, Inter-personal, Intra-
personal and Integration. It is referenced 
in different settings, such as being able to 
change perspective to keep up in a 
changing society, to be able to see 
dilemmas from different perspectives, 
and to have a global perspective. Where 
it overlaps with Evaluation, the theme 
holds the ability to be able to navigate 
value-conflicts (as in knowing that 
something might be damaging to the 
environment but still wanting to do it) 

 

Figure 3. Overlapping Themes 

Here we see how the themes overlap with each other. Critical 
Thinking is slightly smaller due to fewer codings. We can also see 
that some themes overlap with three other themes, as opposed to 
two; firstly, Change Perspective, and Self that are clustered with 
Others. Secondly, Action Competence and Problem-Solving that are 
clustered with Creativity. 
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and to make ethical considerations. In relation to Others, the theme features the ability to take different 
perspectives in different contexts and to see other people’s perspectives. In the overlap with Self, it 
holds the ability to be able to emotionally experience different perspectives. 
 
The ESD-module holds much of the data talking about the ability to change perspectives, especially in 
part 4 (Malmberg, 2021; Malmberg & Urbas, 2021a) and in part 5 (Malmberg & Urbas, 2021b). In 
these parts the authors talk about the struggles of wanting one thing but knowing that it is bad for the 
environment. One example given in part 4 is ten-year-olds wanting to visit relatives in other countries 
but also knowing that flying is bad for the environment (Malmberg, 2021, p.5). With this example they 
are encouraging teachers to help the children see the different perspectives (one’s own wants vs. the 
environment) but also how to deal with the dissonance. This goes hand in hand with Values-thinking.  

Looking at the overlap with Others¸ there is influence from Inter-personal and Integration, and one 
quote from the curriculum, chapter 2, stands out: 

 

 

 

This quote show, as previously mentioned earlier in the results under Key Professional Competencies, 
an example of the relation between Inter-personal and Integration. As pointed out there, it is still not a 
heavy emphasis on Integration in the data and apart form a mention in Action Competence, Others is 
the only theme where Integration is seen.  

This quote (above) is also a good example to show that not all quotes included in a theme use the exact 
words of the theme, here “change perspective”, but still requires the student to utilise said ability (in 
this case to be able to change perspective to understand other people’s situations).   

In short; this theme is about the ability to change perspective in different settings and in relation to 
other people and value-conflicts. It is seen in all the documents and can thus be considered something 
important in the eyes of the SNAE. The influence from many Key Competencies can be interpreted as 
the ability to change perspectives to be something essential in working towards Sustainable 
Competencies and there for also sustainability.  

2. Others 
Let us expand further upon the previous quote by looking at the rest of the theme Others. It holds a 
strong correlation with Inter-personal Competence. The Competence and the theme both talk about 
conflict resolution and the ability/Competence to cooperate with others. A major difference between 
them is that Inter-personal sets its competence in relation to SD, but the theme as a hole holds no 
strong overlap with SD. These mentions of cooperation and conflict resolution are detectable 
throughout the governing documents and the ESD module.  

As mentioned above, this theme is also one out of two (the other one being Action Competence) that 
hold influences from Integration, which had very few and vague codings. It encompasses solidarity, 
equality and keeping others best in mind. Expanding on the quote referenced in the overlap between 
changing perspectives and Others, we can see the further influence of Integration and see that it exists 
in Others as a whole, beyond the overlap: 

The goals of the school are that each pupil 
[…] can empathise with and understand the 
situation other people are in and also develops 
the will to act with their best interests at heart 
(SNAE, 2018, p.10) 

Skolans mål är att varje elev […] kan leva sig 
in i och förstå andra människors situation och 
utvecklar en vilja att handla också med deras 
bästa för ögonen (Skolverket, 2018, p. 10) 
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The goals of the school are that each pupil […]  

 rejects the subjection of people to 

discrimination, oppression and 

victimisation, and becomes involved in 

helping other people, 

 can empathise with and understand the 

situation other people are in and also 

develops the will to act with their best 

interests at heart. (SNAE, 2018, p.10) 

Skolans mål är att varje elev […] 

 tar avstånd från att människor utsätts för 

diskriminering, förtryck och kränkande 

behandling, samt medverkar till att hjälpa 

andra människor, 

 kan leva sig in i och förstå andra människors 

situation och utvecklar en vilja att handla 

också med deras bästa för ögonen 

(Skolverket, 2018, p.10) 
 

Another important part of Others, is that it holds a perspective of being part of society 
[samhällsmedborgare, literal translation; citizen of society]. It paints a picture of “existing among 
others” and adapting to and respecting them, which is also seen in the quote above. This holds a slight 
correlation with Futures-thinking in the way you have to predict and adapt towards a changing society 
(or as often phrased in Swedish; the society [samhället]).  

While Redman and Wiek (2021) hold an objective and SD focused view, this theme is personal and 
talks about the individual in relation to others/society. This is especially seen in the overlap with Self. I 
have previously referred to this overlap as “oneself in relation to others”, which is a good way of 
portraying its perspective. A common way it is expressed is by putting the individual on one side of a 
“and/or” and the other on the other side. 

Here is an example of this positioning from the curriculums guiding chapters, and that is echoed in 
other texts as well:  

The school is responsible for ensuring that 
each pupil on completing compulsory 
school […] can learn, explore and work 
both independently and together with 
others, and feel confident in their own 
ability. (SNAE, 2018, p.12) 

Skolan ska ansvara för att varje elev efter 
genomgången grundskola […] kan lära, 
utforska och arbeta både självständigt och 
tillsammans med andra och känna tillit till 
sin egen förmåga. (Skolverket, 2018, p.12) 

 
The quote above illustrates the relation between “oneself” and “others” commonly seen in the data. 
This relationship is often expressed around abilities concerning working alone and/or with others, in 
cooperation with other, how things affect oneself and/or others, a responsibility towards oneself and/or 
others and how to orient oneself in a complex reality and amongst others. There is also conflict 
resolution in this overlap between Others and Self, emphasising that the individual needs to be able to 
orient oneself in relation to others to be able to resolve conflicts. 

In short: the Others theme shows us the importance of keeping others in mind, cooperating, and being 
a part of society. The subjective perspective of this theme makes it less similar to the Key 
Competencies, which are objective. An example of this is the overlap with Self where we see the 
perspective “oneself in relation to others”. This could hold a relation to the SAEC teachers being 
encouraged to work close to and with the students (Skolverket, 2014) rather than hold the position of a 
leader guiding people towards SD as is seen in Redman and Wiek (2021).  

3. Self 
This leads us in to the Self-theme, where individuality and identity is seen throughout. As shown in the 
part “Key Professional Competencies”, there are several mentions of students’ ability to develop self-
confidence (or directly translated from the Swedish: trust in themselves), which is related to this 
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theme. To build further on that and the individuality, there is an example in a report on the quality in 
the SAEC: 

A clear assignment for the SAEC is to foster 
the children to be independent and 
democratic humans. In the SAEC there 
should be great possibilities for the children 
to, in practical and everyday settings, 
express thoughts and opinions on the 
programme’s composition, but also to learn 
to listen to and respect others’ opinions. It is 
also important that the children in relation to 
age and maturity are given the opportunity 
to take responsibility in a way that gives 
them an ever lager trust in their own ability. 
(Skolinspektionen, 2010, p.26. My 
translation) 

Ett tydligt uppdrag för fritidshemmet är att 
fostra barnen till självständiga och 
demokratiska människor. I fritidshemmet 
bör finnas stora möjligheter för barnen att i 
praktiska och vardagliga sammanhang få 
uttrycka tankar och åsikter om 
verksamhetens utformning men också att 
lära sig att lyssna på och respektera andras 
åsikter. Det är också viktigt att barnen i 
förhållande till ålder och mognad ges 
möjlighet att ta ansvar på ett sätt som gör att 
de får en allt större tillit till sin egen 
förmåga. (Skolinspektionen, 2010, p.26) 

 

This quote is set in relation to the SNAE seeing that the “democratic fosterage” and “fostering to 
independence” needs strengthening in the SAEC, and we can see the encouragement to be an active, 
independent, responsible participant of the SAEC. The way they address the students (children), 
despite the plural form, gives an individualistic view in that the teachers are addressing a group of 
individuals rather than teaching a collective to be democratic. 

This view can, for example, also be seen in the curriculum: 

The task of the school is to encourage all pupils 
[each singular pupil] to discover their own 
uniqueness as individuals and thereby be able to 
participate in the life of society by giving of their 
best in responsible freedom. (SNAE, 2018, p.5 
[my translation]) 

Skolans uppgift är att låta varje enskild 
elev finna sin unika egenart och 
därigenom kunna delta i samhällslivet 
genom att ge sitt bästa i ansvarig frihet. 
(Skolverket, 2018, p.5) 

 

The Intra-personal Competency holds the majority of the influence in this theme, which is not seen as 
strongly in any of the others. However, the relation between the Competency and the theme is not one 
for one, but rather the Self-theme encompasses more than the definition of the Competency. The Intra-
personal Competency puts emphasis on self-regulation and heath (avoiding burnout) in the struggle to 
advance SD. The descriptors of the Competence come closer to the Self-theme by mentioning respect, 
responsibility, selfcare for identity, feelings and boundaries. However, the Self-theme also 
encompasses the ability to (independently) talk/share/voice one’s feelings, needs, opinions, thoughts, 
and to be curious. This is emphasised in the ESD-module (Hasslöf et al, 2021; Malmberg, 2021; 
Malmberg & Urbas, 2021a). 

There is mention of health in the governing documents, in relation to being in nature, movement and 
diet [kost], to finding balance between recreation and rest. These could be said to touch on Intra-
personal Competence and Values-thinking in very vague terms. Here is an example: 

How lifestyle affects health, for example how 
diet, sleep and balancing physical activity and 
rest affects our psychological and physical well-
being. (SNAE, 2018, p.26) 

Livsstilens betydelse för hälsan, till exempel hur 
kost, sömn och balansen mellan fysisk aktivitet 
och vila påverkar det psykiska och fysiska 
välbefinnandet. (Skolverket, 2018, p.24) 
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In the overlap with Action Competence, oneself also need to be able to make a stance in personal 
value-conflicts as well as in global and environmental questions. One needs to believe in one’s ability, 
to develop strategies, revise one’s opinions and to build (or simply have) self-esteem. These abilities 
are a mix of influence from both Inter- and Intra-personal Competence. 

In short; this tells us that Self has a heavy influence from the Intra-personal Competence but 
encompasses more. It has a focus on individual growth and identity, encouraging the student to be able 
to talk, discuss, voice its feelings, opinions and so on. It puts the individual in relation to others and 
creates responsible students that takes an active part in their everyday life.  

4. Action Competence 
To further understand the overlap with Self and Action Competence, we need to define the concept 
Action Competence [handlingskompetens, literal translation; competence to act], since it is not 
something only seen in this thesis. It is also used recurringly in some of the data as a defined concept:  

 

 

 

 

 

There is no mention of Action Competence in the governing documents, but it is a big part of the 
ESD-module as well as prevalent in the additional material from SNAE.  “SNAE’s account of the 
benefit of education for sustainable development” (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012, p.2-3) defines it 
as the ability to evaluate, take a stance in complicated questions and act accordingly, it also links it to 
the concepts “entrepreneurial learning” and “entrepreneurship” which are mentioned in the 
curriculum. All of these definitions have been used as a foundation for this theme.  

This theme is holding the greatest of variety in influence from the Competencies (Values-thinking, 
Strategies-thinking, Inter-personal, Intra-personal, Implementation and Integration). The reason for 
this could be explained by Redman and Wiek’s (2021) intention to create “change agents”, which has 
some overlap with the definition of Action Competence. However, they also say that Action 
Competence is “often confounded with Strategic Competence” (p.5) in the section where they give 
examples of poorly developed competencies and frameworks. I believe that the fact that Action 
Competence holds so many different Competencies within is a reflection of this, showing that Action 
Competence is not a Key Competence, it is simply to generic.  

Finally, examining what the theme Action Competence holds, it is seen to majorly be about the ability 
to act. Acting in contemplation and after evaluating (Values-thinking), knowing alternative norms and 
options (Values-thinking and Inter-personal), to have agency and to act politicly, but also to act 
towards SD (Inter-personal). Below is an example from the SNAEs “account of the benefit of 
education for sustainable development” that shows many of these points:  

In short, action competence can be 
described as the ability to act on a personal 
and societal level, to have a developed will 
to affect and to have the experience of 
having made a difference, an insight that 
one’s actions have meaning (Sass et al, 
though Malmberg & Urbas, 2021a, p.2, my 
translation.) 

Kortfattat kan handlingskompetens 
beskrivas som förmåga att agera på en 
personlig och samhällelig nivå, en ha en 
utvecklad vilja att påverka och att ha 
erfarenhet av att göra skillnad, en insikt om 
att ens handlingar har betydelse (Sass et al 
genom Malmberg & Urbas, 2021a, p.2) 
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From preschool to gymnasium [ages 1-19], the 
education pertains to promote students’ versatile 
personal development to active, creative, 
competent and responsible individuals and 
citizens, this in cooperation with families 
(households) and society in general. One 
occurring concept in the context is that the 
education shall contribute to developing 
children’s and youths’ action competence, that 
is, the ability to evaluate and take a stand in 
complicated questions and act thereafter. An 
ability essential to be able to meet the governing 
documents goals. (Utbildningsdepartementet, 
2012, p.2. My translation.) 

Från förskola till gymnasieskola syftar 
utbildningen till att främja elevers allsidiga   
personliga utveckling till aktiva, kreativa, 
kompetenta och ansvarskännande individer och 
medborgare, detta i samverkan med hemmen 
och samhället i övrigt. Ett förekommande 
begrepp i sammanhanget är att undervisningen 
ska bidra till att utveckla barn och ungdomars 
handlingskompetens d.v.s. förmågan att värdera 
och ta ställning till komplicerade frågor och 
handla därefter. En förmåga väsentlig för att   
kunna uppfylla styrdokumentens 
målformuleringar. (Utbildningsdepartementet, 
2012, p.2) 

 

Another thing of note is that the Implementation Competence is mostly seen in this theme, in ways of 
acting out one’s ideas, to try/test/problem-solve by taking action (as in, implementing them). And 
lastly, through Strategies-thinking we see an ownership of knowledge (as in knowing how to 
utilize/apply the knowledge you have) and creative processes in relation to doing things/taking action.  

As noted previously, there is no mention of Action Competence in the governing documents, but many 
in the ESD-module. The single strong influence from Systems-thinking is found in part 4 of the 
module (quote below), that talks about Action Competence, and is the closest I have gotten to 
identifying a Key Sustainable Competence in the data:  

This chapter wishes to show that knowledge is 
important but not enough for students to make a 
change (influence); from the school’s perspective 
it is not only about transferring knowledge. It 
needs to encourage students to engage in systems-
change. The school needs to emphasise action 
competence, not only knowledge, when it comes 
to education for sustainable development. For that, 
there is a need to create learning environments 
where the students can practice action competence 
to answer to climate change and other 
environmental challenges. (Malmberg, 2021, p.6. 
My translation)   

Det här kapitlet vill visa att kunskap är 
viktigt men inte tillräcklig för elever att 
påverka; för skolans del handlar det inte 
bara om att överföra kunskap. Den 
behöver främja elever att engagera sig i 
systemförändringar. Skolan behöver 
betona handlingskompetens, inte bara 
kunskap, när det gäller undervisning för 
hållbar utveckling. För det behöver det   
skapas inlärningsmiljöer där eleverna kan 
öva handlingskompetens för att svara på   
klimatförändringar och andra 
miljöutmaningar. (Malmberg, 2021, p.6) 

  

In short: we can see that Action Competence is an important concept to the SNAE, despite not being 
mentioned in the governing documents, but not to Redman and Wiek (2021). As a whole the theme is 
about taking action in different ways and to different questions and to being able to implement one’s 
ideas and knowledge. 

It is also worth noting the conclusions from the result in the Planning Competencies section: that 
Systems-thinking has the strongest co-occurrence with Implementation, which does not apply here but 
is shown in the theme Problem-solving. In the Action Competence theme, there is only a single 
influence from Systems-thinking which is connected to Action Competence, but not Implementation. 
However, we see a heavier influence from two of the other Planning Competencies (Strategies- and 
Values-thinking). This in relation to the last quote, and a parallel drawn between the theme and the 
framework (Figure 1) shows that Action competence cannot replace the Planning Competencies, 
simply acting is not enough. To help in advancing sustainability one needs to have a broader skillset.  
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5. Creativity 
Creativity, as mentioned, holds a part in Action Competence, by the way of implementing ideas and 
taking ownership by creative means. It holds a mix of several Competencies: Intra-personal, 
Implementation, Systems-thinking, Futures-thinking and the biggest; Strategies-thinking. This theme 
is about doing, exploring, experimenting, processing through creativity. 

Creativity is encouraged throughout the governing documents as well as the ESD module, and is even 
a header in the Core Content of the SAEC part of the curriculum (Skolverket, 2018, chapter 4; SNAE, 
2018, chapter 4), yet it is not defined, nor is it explained how it is achieved. Redman and Wiek (2021) 
classify it as a General Competency and we can see in this theme – as well as in their framework – that 
it is generic and content-independent (as opposed to specific and content dependent). We can see this 
by the differing influences in the theme (as in, creativity is not linked to one ability or Competence), 
below is an example to further illustrate how creativity is present in many parts of the data and thus is 
encouraging exploring, acting, processing etc. through creativity: 

An explorative and practical way of working, 
that has the students’ experiences and interests 
as a starting point, assumes that the differing 
areas of knowledge in the core content 
integrates with each other. One example can be 
when the students construct patters and works 
with shapes, where the content can be set 
within the knowledge-area “Language and 
communication, “Creative and aesthetic forms 
of expression” and in “Nature and society”. 
Another example, where all four areas of 
knowledge in the core content can be 
accommodated, is where the students encounter 
concepts and expression that indicate numbers, 
form, position and direction in combination 
with building-play or image creation. By 
combining and varying the methods, learning 
environments and forms of expression, play and 
learning is integrated in a way that can benefit 
the students’ development and learning. 
(Skolverket, 2016a, p.10, my translation) 

Ett utforskande och praktiskt arbetssätt, som 
utgår från elevernas erfarenheter och intressen, 
förutsätter att de olika kunskapsområdena i det 
centrala innehållet integreras med varandra. Ett 
exempel kan vara när eleverna konstruerar 
mönster och arbetar med former, där innehållet 
kan rymmas inom kunskapsområdena ”Språk 
och kommunikation”, ”Skapande och estetiska 
uttrycksformer” samt i ”Natur och samhälle”. 
Ett annat exempel, där alla fyra 
kunskapsområdena i det centrala innehållet kan 
inrymmas, är när eleverna möter begrepp och 
uttryck som anger antal, form, läge och 
riktning i samband med bygglek eller 
bildskapande. Genom att arbetssätten, 
lärmiljöerna och uttrycksformerna varieras och 
kombineras med flera olika innehåll integreras 
lek och lärande på ett sätt som kan gynna 
elevernas utveckling och lärande. (Skolverket, 
2016a, p.10) 

 
In the overlap with Problem-solving, we see problem-solving as something that is encouraged to be 
done through creativity, as well as exploring outcomes – these lean in to Systems-thinking and 
Futures-thinking by what method the creativity is applied to. This is shown in the quotes below and 
will be further developed in the next theme, Problem-solving. 

The school is responsible for ensuring that 
each pupil on completing compulsory school 
[…] can solve problems and transform ideas 
into action in a creative and responsible way 
(SNAE, 2018, p.11) 

Skolan ska ansvara för att varje elev efter 
genomgången grundskola […] kan lösa 
problem och omsätta idéer i handling på ett 
kreativt och ansvarsfullt sätt (Skolverket, 
2018, p.11-12) 
 

In short: We can see that both the SNAE and Redman and Wiek (2021) consider creativity to be a 
building block for other abilities/Competencies. In this theme it takes its expression by applying 
creativity to the work-methods of the students to implement ideas, solve problems and to explore and 
innovate. We see in the documents that creativity is a big part of the SAEC and its methods, which 
will be built on further in the discussion.  
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6. Problem-solving 
In the majority of the codings related to Systems-thinking there is mention of problem-solving and 
implementing/testing/acting out ideas. Most often the themes hold a wider description than the 
Competencies (for example, see Self) but with Problem-solving we can see that it is narrower than 
Systems-thinking.  

The theme holds paragraphs that straight up mention “problem-solving” as a single ability, but it also 
sets problem-solving in relation to everyday problems. The governing documents, as well as one 
report (Skolinspektionen, 2018), show a focus on math, building and construction as a big part in 
teaching the students problem-solving.  

Looking at the overlap between the three themes Problem-solving, Action Competence, and Creativity 
there is an ability to be able to see strategies in relation to, and with the help of, Problem-solving and 
Creativity. 

Below is a quote from the Commentary Material [kommentarmaterialet] (Skolverket, 2016a6, p.11) 
that shows SNAE connecting implementing ideas (which is a part of Action Competence) with 
problem-solving and creativity (their cursivation, which shows quotes from the curriculum):  

The SAEC provides good opportunities to 
complement the preschool-class and the 
schools work by having the students try ideas 
and solve problems that tie into a content that 
the students have met in the preschool-class or 
in school. The curriculum say that the students 
shall be encouraged and challenged to try their 
own and others ideas, solve problems and 
implement the ideas in action. Working in an 
investigative and problem-solving way 
encourages experimentation, reflection and 
trying and retrying (re-examining) ideas. To 
work in an investigative manner with focus on 
problem-solving means is to explore situations 
and questions without given solutions. This can 
develop, for example, in situations where the 
students try their own ideas, solve problems 
and create with the help of digital technology, 
and aesthetic forms of expression.  
Through an investigative and problem-solving 
way of work the students are given the 
opportunity to develop creativity, curiosity and 
trust in their own ability, which can be 
valuable for development, as an individual and 
as a citizen of society. It is also an approach 
that can promote entrepreneurship, something 
that is especially put forth in the curriculums 
first part where the students “will to try own 
ideas and solve problems” is emphasised. 
(Skolverket, 2016a, p.11.  My translation, their 
cursivation and quotations.)  

Fritidshemmet ger goda möjligheter att 
komplettera förskoleklassens och skolans 
arbete genom att eleverna får pröva idéer och 
lösa problem som anknyter till ett innehåll 
som eleverna har mött i förskoleklassen eller 
i skolan. Läroplanen anger att eleverna ska 
uppmuntras och utmanas att pröva egna och 
andras idéer, lösa problem och omsätta 
idéerna i handling. Ett undersökande och 
problemlösande sätt att arbeta uppmuntrar 
till att experimentera, reflektera samt pröva 
och ompröva idéer. Att arbeta undersökande 
och med fokus på problemlösning innebär att 
utforska situationer och frågeställningar utan 
givna lösningar. Detta kan utvecklas till 
exempel i situationer där eleverna prövar 
egna idéer, löser problem och skapar med 
hjälp av digital teknik och estetiska 
uttrycksformer.  
Genom ett undersökande och 
problemlösande sätt att arbeta ges eleverna 
möjlighet att utveckla kreativitet, nyfikenhet 
och tilltro till sin egen förmåga, vilket kan 
vara värdefullt för att utvecklas både som 
individ och som samhällsmedborgare. Det är 
också ett förhållningssätt som kan främja 
entreprenörskap, något som särskilt lyfts 
fram i läroplanens första del där elevernas 
”vilja till att pröva egna idéer och lösa 
problem” betonas. (Skolverket, 2016a, p.11, 
deras kursivering och citat.)  
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This quote (above) further shows the relation between Creativity, Action Competence and Problem-
solving as portrayed throughout these themes. It also shows that the theme holds the ability to develop 
and transform ideas and problem-solve alongside critical thinking. This overlap with critical thinking 
will be developed further in the next theme: Critical Thinking.  

In short: we see that Problem-solving is mentioned as an ability on its own, but also as a part of Action 
Competence and in relation to Creativity. In comparison to Self, that had a broader set of abilities than 
the Intra-personal Competence, here we see that Problem-solving is narrower than Systems-thinking. 
Problem-solving is also set in relation to everyday problems, math, building and construction, trying 
out and developing ideas as well as critical thinking. As noted in the Planning Competencies part of 
the result, Systems-thinking and Implementation co-occur and its connection is clearest in this theme. 
With that in mind, as well as the Action-Competence theme, we can conclude that in the analysed 
documents Problem-solving and Action Competence are what is seen to hold Implementation (with 
some overlap with Creativity) and that they follow the structure of the framework and thus we can 
presume that Implementation is not something sought on its own but rather in relation to other abilities 
(related to Problem-solving and Action Competence).  

7. Critical Thinking 
Critical Thinking is the theme with the fewest codings (it is therefore smaller in Figure 3, FigureFigur 
4 and Appendix H). It is not mentioned in relation to the Key Competencies, but is instead defined as a 
General Competency (Redman and Wiek, 2021), despite this I decided to include it, since it is 
mentioned often in the analysed texts as well as included in the detailing of what ESD is and should 
encompass.  

To give an example of this, and of where Critical Thinking overlaps with Problem-solving, we can see 
in the “SNAE’s account of the benefit of education for sustainable development” 
(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012) that they are put in the definition of what is essential for ESD: 

The learning is focused towards problem-
solving, stimulating critical thinking and a 
readiness to take action. 
(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012, p.2, my 
translation) 

Lärandet inriktas mot problemlösning, 
stimulerar till kritiskt tänkande och 
handlingsberedskap. 
(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012, p.2.) 

 
That is, for learning SD it needs to be focused towards problem-solving, critical thinking and a 
readiness to take action.    

The theme also encompasses a relation to Values-thinking in the way that critical thinking should be 
based on knowledge and ethical considerations. This brings us to the overlap between Critical 
Thinking and Evaluation, where students are encouraged to critically evaluate old and new structures 
in society as well as critically review, and take a stance, in relation to information (from the media), as 
is seen in this quote:  

They should also be given the opportunity to 
develop a critical, responsible attitude towards 
digital technology, so that they can see 
opportunities and understand risks, and also be 
able to evaluate information (SNAE, 2018, p.8) 

De ska även ges möjlighet att utveckla ett kritiskt 
och ansvarsfullt förhållningssätt till digital 
teknik, för att kunna se möjligheter och förstå 
risker samt kunna värdera information. 
(Skolverket, 2018, p.8) 

 
In short: Critical thinking is often set in combo with Problem-solving and Evaluation and is utilised to 
critically take a stance, evaluate and make ethical decisions. The role of critical thinking is viewed 
differently in the documents and theory (Redman and Wiek, 2021). The data, and the theme, shows 
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critical thinking as an essential part in ESD, while Redman and Wiek (2021) see it as a building block 
towards the Competencies that advance SD.  

8. Evaluation 
This brings us in to the Evaluation theme. It holds the ability to be able to evaluate choices, which are 
in line with Values-thinking as well as Futures-thinking. One very relevant quote that touches on 
choices in relation to SD, and is the only mention of SD in the SAEC part (chapter 4) of the 
curriculum, is:  

 
 
 

Here we can see that SD, in the curriculum, is only connected to Values- and Futures-thinking. This, 
alongside the lack of mentioning ESD/SD, which has already been pointed out in the “Key 
Competencies” part of the result, will be pertinent in the discussion.  

Beyond this, and in relation to Futures-thinking, the theme is about evaluating choices for the future 
and our way of life, which is seen a lot in the ESD-module. Looking at the Values-thinking influences, 
it is about weighing pros and cons, of considering what worked and what didn’t, but also to be able to 
evaluate your own values and choices.  
 
This lastly brings us in to the overlap with the Change Perspective-theme where it looks at value-
conflicts and ethical considerations, as previously mentioned in the first theme. And thus, we have 
gone full “circle” of the themes.   

In short: the Evaluation theme is about evaluating our choices in relation to the future, our way of life 
and what worked and didn’t. It holds some elements of Critical Thinking and Changing Perspectives. 
It is also related to the sole mention of SD in SAEC part of the curriculum (Skolverket, 2018, SNAE, 
2018). 

Key Competencies mirrored in the themes 
Turning it all around and having our focus on the Competencies rather than the abilities (still with 
support in Appendix H) we can also define the results as:  

 Systems-thinking holds elements of Problem-solving and Creativity. 
 Futures-thinking, although vaguely, holds elements of the ability to Change Perspectives, 

being a part of Others in society, developing one’s own stance (Self) and to Problem-solve 
through Creativity. 

 Values-thinking, is reflected in the majority of the themes; Change perspective, Self and in the 
overlap with Others, Action Competence, Critical Thinking and Evaluation.  

 Strategies-thinking, holds Critical Thinking through Evaluation and Problem-solving, as well 
as Creativity and Action Competence by taking ownership. It puts Strategies in relation to, and 
in the overlap between, Problem-solving, Creativity and Action Competence.  

 Implementation, is another smaller Competence, it is seen in the Action Competence, as well 
as in the overlap with Problem-solving and Creativity. Problem-solving is also implemented 
through construction and building.  

 Inter-personal, is seen in relation to Others, Changing Perspectives as well as in Action 
Competence and it’s overlap with Self. It differs from the other Competencies in holding 
codings related to a global perspective, SD, politics and agency.  

How different everyday choices people make 
can contribute to sustainable development. 
(SNAE, 2018, p.26) 

Hur människors olika val i vardagen kan 
bidra till en hållbar utveckling. 
(Skolverket, 2018, p.24) 
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 Intra-personal, is mostly seen in Self and in its relation to Others, Changing perspective and 
Action Competence. It put emphasis on expressing yourself, developing an identity and self-
esteem and puts this in relation to others’ perspectives and contexts. There is also talk of doing 
these things through Creativity. 

 Integration, is the smallest alongside Implementation. It encompasses the abilities to take 
action (Action Competence) and to keep Others best in mind though solidarity and equality.  
 

Result Summary 
The result as a whole have provided answers to the research questions as well as given insight to ESD 
within the SAEC programme (as portrayed in the data). The results show that there are no direct 
mentions of the Key Competencies in the analysed documents. There is indication that the 
relationships between the Competencies, as seen in the framework, are mirrored in the data. Although, 
the fact that there are no Competencies mentioned makes it questionable to whether it is a coincidence 
or a fact. What became clear, however, was how the Competencies are connected to the abilities in the 
documents. This connection is presented as eight themes wherein abilities, influenced and related to 
the Key Competencies, are summarised. These themes are: Change Perspective, Others, Self, Action 
Competence, Creativity, Problem-solving, Critical Thinking, and Evaluation. As a whole they paint a 
picture of abilities that the SNAE find important when talking about ESD in SAEC. As a whole, they 
are also all generic and content independent, as opposed to specific, and content dependent, like the 
Key Competencies are. To clarify, the Key Competencies are always set in relation to SD, making 
them content dependent and specific (if the relation to SD would be removed, they would no longer be 
Key Competencies). The abilities, in comparison, are not content dependent, they can be applied to, or 
in, any context, making them generic abilities. 

The themes are not consistent throughout the data, as in all of them are not equally spread out through 
the documents. The most notable being Action Competence portrayed as something essential in 
relation to ESD, yet is not mentioned in the governing documents. In contrast changing perspective is 
seen throughout all documents and is also considered important by the SNAE in relation to ESD. We 
can also see a disparity in how these abilities are viewed, Critical Thinking is seen as essential for 
ESD by the SNAE whilst Redman and Wiek (2021) see it as a building block towards gaining Key 
Sustainable Competencies. Creativity on the other hand, is seen by both as a foundation in the work 
towards sustainability and is something practiced in the SAEC.  

No theme fully overlaps with the definitions of the Key Competencies. Problem-solving holds 
influence from Systems-thinking but is portrayed in a narrower way. Self is similar to the Intra-
personal Competency but encompasses more. Others, especially in the overlap with Self, holds a more 
personal perspective than the objectiveness of the Competencies influencing it. These differences in 
views, in Others, can be led to the SAEC teachers being guided to work closely with the students 
whilst Redman and Wiek (2021) have a more objective, distant, leader view.  

There is also a note to be made about how the abilities relate to each other. The overlap between the 
themes shows that these abilities are not presented as separate things in the data, but rather are set in 
relation to each other. As in how Creativity is a part of Problem-solving processes, and the Self is 
portrayed in relation to Others. Yet another example is how Action Competence needs more than just 
“acting/taking action” to work in advancing sustainability and is set in relation to Creativity and 
Problem-solving. In the Problem-solving theme we can also see how Implementation is not sought on 
its own but is set in relation to other abilities (such as Problem-solving and Action-Competence). We 
can conclude that, just like the Key Competencies are set in relation to each other, so are the abilities 
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within the themes. The perspective in the Self-theme, where the students are encouraged to be 
responsible and take an active part in the SAEC programme, is also notable. 

Lastly, we can summarize that the perspective of what is needed to advance SD differ greatly between 
the SNAE and Redman and Wiek. The very few mentions of SD in the governing documents and the 
lack of well-developed explanations have the potential of giving the teachers a very limited view of 
SD, unless the themselves delve deeper in to the ESD module, and/or the additional materials. 

 

Discussion 
In the discussion three main themes we be presented: firstly, a more in-depth look at Competencies 
and abilities wherein some specific themes are discussed. Secondly, the act of creating change agents 
is set in perspective. Thirdly the pitfalls of creating change agents are discussed. 
   

Competencies and abilities 
A hasty look at the results would make one think that there are plenty of sustainable Competencies 
within the documents that have been analysed – a deeper read will confirm that it is not so. What has 
been shown is that there are plenty of abilities that can be related to sustainable Competencies. They 
can be, because they are generic and not tied to SD and are therefore different from the Competencies. 
In this thesis one way of relating them to each other has been shown. But what does this really entail? 
By looking at the sources saying that simply knowing about SD does not give people the power to 
change things (Alvarez & Rogers, 2006; Malmberg, 2021; Osbeck et al, 2018; Redman & Wiek, 
2021), and thus it can be assumed that simply learning these abilities are not enough. By reading the 
ESD-module it is clear that the SNAE are looking to provide students with the tools needed to enact 
change, especially through the way they are talking about creating students with Action Competence. 
But is that enough? I’ll try to answer this as well as dive deeper in to the research question: how are 
the Competencies and abilities connected?  

Action Competence and Implementation 
It has been previously noted that Action Competence holds elements of Implementation within. In the 
codings related to the theme Action Competence is, in short; the ability to act, with forethought, in 
diverse ways. If we add SD to these forethoughts and actions it is very similar to Implementation. Why 
then, are they not the same thing? Because firstly, Redman and Wiek say that Action Competence is 
“often confounded with strategic Competence” (2021, p.5), and although they are not mentioning 
Implementation, I am interpreting this as they having knowledge about Action Competence as a 
concept and deciding that it is not one of the Key Competencies. Secondly, Action Competence is not 
content specific, which the Key Competencies are in how they are all linked to sustainability content. 
Action Competence would fall under a more generic skillset. This means that simple because the 
students are action competent it does not mean that they can apply this to sustainability. In the ESD-
module the Action Competence is sometimes treated at a cure-all to the sustainability problems; as 
long as the students know how to act, they can be sustainable. Ideland et al (2015) points out that the 
discourse seen in literature on SD puts the responsibility of the future of the shoulders of the students. 
The ESD-module also talks about how students will use acts like turning the lights off and recycling to 
ease their conscience and make them feel sustainable (Malmberg & Urbas, 2021a) and Ärlemalm 
Hagsér (2016) points out that practices like recycling are common in pedagogues work with ESD in 
early ages. There are some aspects of the Action Competence that combines it with the specific SD 
knowledge and abilities in the ESD-module, but in the theme the Action Competence is more generic. 
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This runs the danger of putting responsibility on the students to fix sustainable issues that they are not 
capable of fixing, which might make them resort to complacent measures to ease their guilt. The risk 
of this runs even greater if the SAEC teachers do not have a deep understanding of ESD and rely 
solely on the governing documents to support their planning. 

Critical Thinking, Creativity and the Framework 
If we take a look at the theme Critical Thinking, it is smaller than the other themes, whilst Creativity is 
a theme applied in relation to Action Competence and Problem-solving. They might seem a bit 
marginalised in comparison to other themes, but they still hold importance due to their mention within 
the framework (Figure 1, Appendix B, and in Redman and Wiek, 2021, p.7). Redman and Wiek state 
that general disciplines such as creativity and critical thinking are necessary Competencies for solving 
sustainability problems, although creativity and critical thinking are not Key Competencies since “they 
are not distinct to sustainability but considered learning objectives of education in general” (Redman 
& Wiek, 2021, p.5, my emphasis). From their point of view, the SAEC teachers would be equipping 
the students with a good foundation, but the teachers are not actually creating students capable of 
advancing sustainability, as pointed out previously in relation to Action Competence as well. 

One could argue that the abilities already mentioned in the themes are so many and versatile that they 
would be enough, and through the “SNAE’s account of the benefit of education for sustainable 
development” [Skolverkets redovisning av nyttan av det internationella arbetet för utbildning för 
hållbar utveckling] (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2012), their account can be interpreted to mean that 
ESD is well implemented in the Swedish schools. Granted, they are not looking specifically at SAEC, 
but it is included in the term “school” and the school-system they reference. So, even though creativity 
and critical thinking are encouraged in the SAEC, they are still not content-specific in relation to SD. 
In short: these two abilities, despite having a pronounced role in the SAEC and in the framework, does 
not mean our students can apply them in relation to SD.  

Problem-solving, math and Systems-thinking 
Looking at a stronger example of the relation between abilities and Competencies, as in the relation 
between problem-solving, math and Systems-thinking; does the similarity of the abilities and 
Competence grant the students enough tools to advance sustainability? No, not currently. 
 
As mentioned, the Problem-solving theme holds a connection to math, building and construction, and 
even though this holds some slight overlap with Systems-thinking it is, as have been made clear 
throughout the results, not the same thing. However, the greater overlap has the greater potential to 
provide a good stepping stone to Systems-thinking. The reason to bring this up in the discussion is the 
fact that the potential might not be as prominent as the data indicates. It has been shown that the SAEC 
students do not get equal opportunity to practice problem-solving through construction, and that the 
SAEC teachers’ involvement helps support the development of the students understanding of what 
worked and how the constructions could be improved, but is not equally offered (Skolinspektionen, 
2018, p.15). There are few opportunities for the students to work over longer time with bigger 
projects, most often because the housing of the SAEC programme is shared with day-time school, 
which means cleaning away projects often, or that there are not enough building materials to go 
around (Skolinspektionen, 2018, p.16; Lager, 2020). In relation to Systems-thinking it is also shown 
that students need to be offered the opportunity to see and explore phenomena [företeelser] within the 
knowledge area “nature and society” (Skolinspektionen, 2018, p.23). Thus, in the best of situations the 
SAEC teachers might provide the students with these abilities, and opportunities, and I do believe that 
the teachers are doing their best with what they are given. However, two SAEC reports 
(Skolinspektionen, 2010, 2018) and research (Boström & Augustsson, 2016; Lager, 2020; Manni & 
Knekta, 2022) all show that the SAEC is struggling with resources and time to be able to implement 
the curriculum. The point here is not to say that the teachers are not doing enough, it is to show that 
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there are not enough resources for them to develop the programmes, and the students’ abilities and 
Competencies, further. Again, the abilities seen in the themes provide a great foundation, but as shown 
here, we cannot assume that they are taught due to a lack of resources. As such, the conclusion is that 
despite problem-solving and math being similar to Systems-thinking, the resources to build on that 
similarity are currently not present within the SAEC, which therefore does not give the SAEC 
teachers, or the students, enough tools to link the generic abilities to SD and advance sustainability. 

 

The creation of Change Agents 
In my experience, policy documents are something written for the best of worlds, but once out 
amongst the students as a teacher, you do not always have the best conditions, as shown in the 
previous section. So, in the best of worlds, whilst teaching about sustainability the teachers might 
create these change agents, they might equip them with all the abilities shown in the themes and the 
students might be given the competence to advance sustainability. But should we rely on the “best of 
worlds”? And are the abilities seen in the result enough?  

Looking at the award “a School for Sustainable Development” [Skola för Hållbar Utveckling] 
(SKOLFS, 2009) and what conditions a school should achieve to get the reward – there are nothing 
pertaining towards Competencies – can we then assume that the students then do not learn them? No, 
but we can see that it is not a necessary requirement to get the award, which also means that the 
schools might lack incentive towards teaching Competencies. This might have a role in why Mogren 
(2017, p.3) have seen that initiatives started (such as the award) have not had an effect on SD. Another 
factor could be the lack of Competencies in the governing documents and in the ESD module. If there 
is no policy saying that it should be implemented, nor any awards (awards efficiency, in general, could 
be discussed in a separate paper), we cannot assume that it is. Teachers are required by law to follow 
the curriculum, and if it does not hold an incentive to educate change agents (or even action competent 
students) – one could argue that we do not. But, as previously mentioned, the reality does not always 
mirror the policy documents or “the best of worlds”. Coming back to the reports and studies showing 
that the SAEC teachers do not have enough resources to do their job well (Skolinspektionen, 2010, 
2018; Lager, 2020; Boström & Augustsson, 2016) or to implement ESD (Manni & Knekta, 2022), and 
also taking into account Plantega and Remery (2017) ranking the Swedish SAEC as low in quality, in 
relation to other countries due to having a high amount of children per teacher. Is it plausible to add 
SD on to a profession that is already struggling? I would argue that it is not, yet, not without adding 
more resources to first ensure that the SAEC is able to follow the curriculum, and then adding more 
resources yet again, to further the work towards sustainability.  

Östman (2001) writes in relation to the previous curriculum and the shift from environmental 
education to ESD that most teachers (in general, not SAEC teachers specifically) lack the 
environmental knowledge needed to teach ESD (p. 24). Manni and Knekta’s (2022) recent study 
confirms that the SAEC teachers themselves feel the need for further education on SD and support 
from the school leaders. That is two studies with 11 years in between, perhaps Wickenberg and Leo 
(2013) had a point in saying that the Swedish political system moves slowly. It is not for a lack of 
interest from the teachers’ part. We can see a wish to teach sustainability (Jidesjö, 2019; Manni et al, 
2013; Manni & Knekta, 2022; Östman, 2001) and it is an important topic to many teachers and 
principals (Mogren, 2017; Jidesjö, 2019). In light of the results, it has been seen that the teachers 
themselves are expected to hold several of the Key Competencies – for example in the general advice 
(Skolverket, 2014) the abilities attributed to SAEC teachers are often in line with the Inter-personal 
Competence, Futures-thinking as well as Implementation. What is needed is the specific SD 
knowledge (Jidesjö, 2019; Manni & Knekta 2022). There has also been shown a need of firmer 
guidance from the school leaders concerning the SAEC (Skolinspektionen, 2018), this is also true 
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for ESD (Manni & Knekta, 2022). The SAEC teachers could “make do” with the abilities they are 
already teaching, taking heart in all the inspiring examples (there are many in the ESD-module) and do 
their best, but I believe that with the foundation, and abilities, that are already established within the 
SAEC programme, the teachers can do so much more with a little help, and ESD knowledge, along the 
way. 
 

The pitfalls of creating Change Agents 
This still leaves us with a moral question; should we create change agents? If it has not been clear, I 
am of the opinion that we should (although I have tried to keep this separate working through this 
thesis). Teachers cannot get away from “producing” a certain type of student within any education – 
and with the current curriculum, Osbeck et al (2018) says that the curriculum has a very individualistic 
point of view, and is steering. This individualism has been seen in the results of this thesis, as well. 
This is raised here to clarify that the SAEC teachers are already guiding the students towards specific 
goals, we cannot be fully objective. Thus, it leaves the question on what type of students are produced 
via the goals set. Is making change agents a goal that should be included? Coming back to Ideland et 
al’s (2015 p.85-86) analysis of children’s literature and learning material again, provides an interesting 
perspective. They found that SD produces a discourse where there is a difference between Swedes and 
“the others”, between white and coloured people. We (the swedes) are seen as reasonable, altruistic, 
technologically advanced and the others are portrayed as ignorant and in need of our help. They call 
this discourse the “eco-certified child” and it produces an action competent, optimistic, child that does 
and feels the right things. In the discourse, the way to deal with all of the conflicting emotions is to act 
through good intentions, and it also holds the child responsible for solving the problems of SD 
(Ideland et al, 2015). This would certainly speak against creating change agents, more so in the light of 
the results that show these tendencies too. If we create action competent citizens but do not give them 
the understanding of the complexity of SD and the competence to implement strategies, the solution of 
quick fixes does not seem far off. There is evidence in the data of talk of responsibility and creating 
responsible citizens, which Weldemariam et al (2017) also has seen. Yet, there does not seem to be a 
solution to Ideland et al’s (2015) discovered discursive problem, despite it being known. Lundegård 
and Malmberg (2021) talks about the Swedish exceptionalism and the others (as mentioned in Ideland 
et al, 2015) in the ESD-module but does not address how to tackle it. I must also admit to lacking 
experience, tools and sources on how to change a discourse, especially one prevalent in governing 
documents.  
 
One solution to this can perhaps be the call for making SD community-based, as in to have a sense of 
community, to be inclusive and expand beyond our western values (Nussbaum, 2003; Schlosberg & 
Carruthers, 2010). One could argue that there is a lack of inclusivity in the themes, the focus is instead 
on “oneself in relation to others” and on being a “citizen of society”, it is not about changing society 
together as a community. It could be noted that Redman and Wiek’s (2021) emerging themes (the 
Inter- and Intra-personal, and Integration) holds some sense of community, but I would say that it has 
a focus on cooperating, which is not the same as holding a community-based focus (although the 
Competencies could be applied in such a setting). Demssie et al (2020), who did a study in Ethiopia on 
incorporating indigenous knowledge in to sustainable competencies concludes:  
 

(…) education for sustainable development should not begin from pedagogies; it should start 
from worldviews on which the pedagogies are based. It is important to link education to the 
cultural, traditional, and historical identity of learners and the context at large. Without this 
link, the relevance of education is jeopardized. (Demssie et al, 2020, p.17) 
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If the SAEC teachers incorporate this, perhaps it will be one step away from the “Swedish 
exceptionalism” and towards a more inclusive SD with a lesser risk of positioning the students in 
relation to “the others” (Ideland et al, 2015). There is also the potential of a community-based 
perspective, like that of Demssie et al (2020), would incorporate more of the Integration Competency, 
which are lacking in the results. If the SAEC teachers teach SD (Competencies and/or abilities) 
without thinking about its consequences and how it is being taught, it could in the long run, mean that 
by creating change agents we are creating students that are individualistic and perhaps even elitist in 
the light of the “Swedish exceptionalism” (Ideland et al, 2015; Lundegård & Malmberg, 2021).  
 
Ideland et al (2015), Osbeck et al (2018), and Weldemariam et al (2017) have not looked specifically 
at SAEC but at the school as a whole. Perhaps the pedagogy in the SAEC can be an asset in relation to 
these findings. Looking at Ssosse et al’s (2021) call to emancipatory learning to create agents of 
change, there is a possibility of the SAEC filling that role. The results have shown that there are many 
abilities and a potential held within to build further on. There is a concern within the SAEC that it is 
becoming too similar to school where in everything is measured and graded (Boström, 2016. 
Lundegård, 2021). Osbeck et al (2018) points out the danger of this not leading to learning, saying that 
a broader sense of education is needed. One of the reasons I believe that the SAEC is great to combine 
with ESD is because it does not grade the children. The SAEC’s focus is on learning through practical 
methods, on exploring and building on the students’ curiosity and what knowledge is already there, 
and it holds a broader meaning of education (Haglund et al, 2020; Pihlgren, 2013; Skolverket, 2014). 
It could provide the authenticity that Lundegård (2021, p.9) says brings meaning to ESD. As in, 
teaching on the students’ levels, with their needs and curiosity as guidance, will bring meaning to 
ESD. This combined with growing the SAEC teachers’ knowledge of SD, and raising the awareness of 
the pitfalls of the discourse, and having a foundation in the themes to provide faith in their own ability 
(as Manni & Knekta (2022) has seen is needed) could potentially create a counterpoint to only 
teaching SD knowledge, and hopefully move away from portraying the students in relation to “the 
others”.  
 
It is also pertinent to ask; if the teachers do not wish to create change agents, what would they wish to 
create instead? I admit to not knowing. I am of the opinion that we all must strive to make this world 
better and by equipping ourselves, and future generations with tools that can actually be used to 
change the future towards something more sustainable. I argue that teachers cannot teach only Action 
Competence, and settling with the students recycling in complacency, something more is needed. 
Perhaps the Key Competencies, built upon the abilities seen in the results, can be taught as a way to 
act with sustainable competence and not in complacency.  

There is much that can be said within the scope of this thesis. There is a lack of ESD within the 
governing documents. There are no Key Competencies in any of the documents. There is potential in 
the themes found, to build further on ESD by combing these general abilities with SD specific 
Competencies. There is a big likelihood that doing so will be difficult in the SAEC as it is today; 
lacking resources. However, there are also limitations. This thesis does not cover how ESD is 
practiced within SAEC since it has only studied documents. In some cases, only assumptions can be 
made and results set in comparison to school as a whole and/or early childhood education due to a lack 
of SAEC research. The budding field of SAEC also proved difficult navigating in the 
search-phase (p.21). The systematic study of the documents lends the thesis validity and the 
transparency should make the process clear and replicable. This, in combo with the SALSA method, 
should hopefully also help with the inconsistent explanations to what a qualitative content analysis 
method is (Drisko & Maschi, 2015). Lastly, this thesis holds no clear answers to if we should create 
change agents, if there are better options, or what the outcome will be if we try, since those are not the 
questions researched, they are however pertinent in the work with teaching SD within the SAEC and 
important in the light of the results.   
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Implications 
These implications are based on the assumption that creating students capable of advancing 
sustainability is something SAEC teachers want. 
 
The biggest implication could be that many teachers, school leaders, and policy makers, might think 
that they are teaching more sustainably, and more about sustainability, than they actually are. 
Without knowledge of both pedagogy (including evaluating and following up what the students learn) 
and SD it would be hard to know if ones is creating the change agents one seeks to. As pointed out 
previously, despite students having an Action Competence, it does not necessarily mean that they will 
be able to tackle and act towards a sustainable future, since it is a General Competence and not 
specific to SD. It means that they probably have a good start to continue learning about sustainability 
and eventually having the tools implementing it. As an example; having the skill to act towards a 
better future by not littering, cleaning up and recycling does not mean that you know how to make 
changes to the lifecycle of plastic. Being able to enact small changes does not mean that the students 
are capable of understanding the complexity of sustainable development. Thus, a grave implication 
can be that teachers believe that they are creating more competent students then they actually are by 
getting stuck in complacency acts such as recycling. 
 
It has also been shown that the SAEC teachers struggles with implementing its curricula, without 
being tasked with also implementing ESD. The reports have for many years seen the SAEC program 
struggling, and the SAEC teachers are still waiting for guidelines suggested in “Utredningen om 
fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020” to be implemented. If Wickenberg and Leo (2013) are 
correct in that Swedish politics and policy making is a slow process, it might be a long while until 
ESD is a natural part of the SAEC program by the ways of governing documents. Despite this, there is 
potential in the results of this thesis, and Manni and Knekta has shown SAEC teachers’ willingness to 
work with ESD. It has also been confirmed that Competencies can be taught to younger ages (Julien et 
al. 2018; Feriver, et al 2019). Thus, as we wait for the policy documents to “catch up”, we do not have 
to be idle.  
 
This brings us to another important implication. How can the teachers teach something if they 
themselves do not have the knowledge? If they believe that teaching recycling and responsibility 
alongside Action Competence is enough, because that is a potential image that is projected through the 
documents analysed, we are enforcing the points previously discussed. Thus, teachers will need further 
education about SD, and ESD specifically, they will also need the resources to be able to teach it. The 
results also show that the ESD-module, despite holding more knowledge on ESD and being directed at 
teachers’ development, is not enough if there is a wish to create change agents. However, there is a 
good foundation in the practices, a good connection with nature, and a willingness amongst the SAEC 
teachers (Manni & Knekta, 2022) which gives hope to the notion that much could be achieved if 
resources and further education where given. There is also a hope that the results of this thesis, that 
with all the abilities as a foundation, it can provide the SAEC teachers with the insight that they are 
competent enough to rise to the occasion of teaching SD and starting the creation of change agents.  
 
In terms of further research and policies, there is much work to be done within the SAEC research 
field, and even more so when it comes to ESD. This thesis has shown that there is potential, but it has 
looked at documents, not at practice. Alongside Manni and Knekta’s (2022) study that showed a 
willingness to teach ESD and a desire to learn more I can see two roads ahead. Firstly, a reasonable 
next step would be to see if ESD, and/or how, it is practiced out in the field. Secondly, without having 
experience in policy beyond being a SAEC teacher and writing this thesis, I would also say that it is 
time to review old policy’s and especially the award “a School for Sustainable Development”  
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[Skola för hållbar utveckling] to affirm that it actually teaches students about SD and does not only 
look good “on paper.”  
 
Lastly, there is a hope that these results can have an influence on SAEC teachers practice and that the 
SAEC programme could be a potential bridge between recycling out of complacency and actually 
creating change agents.  
 

Conclusion 
We can conclude that there are no Key Competencies in the data, there are however abilities that have 
been set in to themes. The eight themes are; Change Perspective, Others, Self, Action Competence, 
Creativity, Problem-solving, Critical Thinking, and Evaluation. They have been influenced by the Key 
Competencies and provides an amalgamation of what the SNAE finds important in relation to ESD 
and what the Key Competencies are defined as. The themes are content independent and generic as 
opposed to the specific and content dependent Key Competencies. The fact that they are generic can 
prove to be problematic when trying to create change agents (students with the ability to advance 
sustainability) due to not actually giving knowledge and skills pertinent to advancing SD. 

Another discovery that can prove problematic is that the governing documents [styrdokumenten] does 
not include all of the themes due to its limited mention of ESD, to gain “access” to all of the themes, 
we have to include all of the data analysed ( 
Appendix D), which the SAEC teachers might not do, implicating that they might have a very narrow 
view of SD and ESD. The lack of knowledge on SD could potentially create an unwanted discourse of 
portraying the students in relation to “others”, creating an “us and them”, where the Swedes are seen 
as “better” (Ideland et al, 2015). The lack of knowledge could also lead to SAEC teachers being 
complacent with simple acts, such as recycling, making the students feel sustainable without actually 
having the competence to advance sustainability, to act as “change agents” (Redman & Wiek, 2021).  

The themes, and the abilities within, are still a great foundation in the work towards SD. Them, 
combined with an increased knowledge of ESD for the SAEC teachers, could have great potential to 
create change agents.  
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Sammanfattning på svenska 
Detta är en innehållsanalys som har Lärande för Hållbar Utveckling (LHU) och Fritidshem som fokus. 
Syftet är att undersöka vilken roll Hållbara Nyckelkompetenser [Sustainable Key Competencies] har i 
de styrdokument som riktar sig till lärare i fritidshem samt material som berör hållbarhet och/eller 
fritidshem, allt författat av Skolverket.  

Studier har visat att det inte är nog att endast ha ett fokus på att lära ut kunskap, fakta, för att utrusta 
elever med de kompetenser som krävs för att avancera hållbarhet (Alvarez & Rogers, 2006; 
Malmberg, 2021; Osbeck et al, 2018; Redman & Wiek, 2021). Redman och Wiek (2021) önskar skapa 
”Förändringsagenter” [Change Agents], dessa är kompetenta elever som har kunskaper samt 
kompetenser att implementera och driva hållbar utveckling framåt, de är elever som kan applicera den 
kunskap de har i föränderliga situationer med fokus på hållbarhet.  

Bakgrunden till denna uppsats är mångfacetterad men kortfattat tar den stöd i Björneloos (2004, s.15) 
uppmaning att granska de förmågor och förhållningssätt som elever behöver utveckla i relation till 
hållbarhet. Den tar också stöd i Manni och Knektas (2022) forskning som visar att det finns ett intresse 
hos lärare i fritidshem att arbeta med LHU samt en önskan om mer kunskap och redskap. Uppsatsen 
lutar sig också mot uppmaningen att testa nya sätt att implementera LHU (Olsson et al, 2016).  

Historiskt så har fritidshemmet inte spelat en stor roll i utvecklingen av LHU i Sverige (se s.10). Vi 
kan också se en avsaknad av forskning kring hållbar utveckling (HU) i fritidshemmet. Internationellt 
har det gjorts studier kring läroplaner och HU och de visar att LHU inte prioriteras (Holst et al, 2020; 
Norðdahl, 2021) eller förklaras (Meland, 2021). I Sverige kan vi se att det är svårt för fritidshemmen 
att möta de krav som finns i styrdokumenten (Boström & Augustsson, 2016; Skolinspektionen, 2010, 
2018; Utredningen om fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020). Även i den svenska skolan och 
förskolan ser vi att LHU inte implementeras fullt ut (Manni et al, 2013; Olsson et al, 2016; Ärlemalm 
Hagsér, 2016). Fokuset inom LHU i Sverige är ofta inte balanserat mellan de tre dimensionerna 
(socialt, ekonomi samt ekologi) utan tyngden ligger på undervisning kring ekologi/miljö (Björneloo, 
2004; Manni et al, 2013; Skolverket, 2002; Ärlemalm Hagsér, 2016). När det kommer till 
Nyckelkompetenser finns det två studier med intressanta resultat: att det är möjligt att utveckla 
Framtidstänkande samt att det finns potential att utveckla Systemtänkande hos förskolebarn (Julien et 
al, 2018; Feriver et al. 2019). 

Denna studie har som mål att skapa en bild av vilken roll Nyckelkompetenserna har i det material som 
fritidslärare har tillgång till.  

Vilka nyckelkompetenser för att avancera hållbarhet finns uttryckt i dokument utgivna av 
Skolverket? 
Hur hänger dessa kompetenser ihop med de förmågor som finns uttryckt i dessa dokument? 
Hur är relationen mellan kompetenserna och förmågorna strukturerade? 
 

Teori 
Teorin som används har sin grund i Redman och Wieks (2021) teori om Hållbara Nyckelkompetenser 
[Key Sustainable Competencies]. Teorin innehåller åtta Nyckelkompetenser: Systemtänkande, 
Framtidstänkande, Värdetänkande, Strategitänkande, Implementering, Inter-personligt, Intra-
personligt samt Integrering. Redman och Wiek (2021) påpekar att dessa kompetenser inte bör ses 
separat utan är en del av en helhet, för att visa på detta har de tagit fram ett ramverk (för en svensk 
översättning, se bilaga B, s. 62). Detta ramverk förtydligar också skillnaden på olika typer av 
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kompetenser. De två som är relevanta i denna sammanfattning är Nyckelkompetenser samt Generella 
kompetenser. Nyckelkompetenser är specifika i den bemärkelsen att de är sammankopplade med ett 
ämne, vilket här är hållbarhet, t.ex. kan en elev ha kompetensen att implementera sina planer – men 
om dessa inte är kopplade till hållbarhet så säger Redman och Wiek att det inte är en Hållbar 
Nyckelkompetens, utan det är då en Generell kompetens. De generella kompetenserna är också 
nödvändiga i att skapa förändringsagenter, och Redman och Wiek definierar dem som: kritiskt 
tänkande, kreativitet och lärande, men de i sig själva kan inte driva HU framåt. För en beskrivning av 
Nyckelkompetenserna på svenska, se bilaga A (s.61). Det är också värt att notera att Osbeck mf. 
(2018) förtydligar att det vi kallar förmågor i den svenska läroplanen inte är kompetenser. De 
förmågor som nämns är mer i linje med Redman och Wieks Generella kompetenser då det saknar 
koppling till hållbar utveckling – denna distinktionen är viktig för resultatet.  
 

Metod 
I denna kvalitativa innehållsanalys har teorin använts som en karta, eller ordlista (Neuendorf, 2017), 
att läsa av datan gentemot. För att ytterligare styrka validiteten och systematiken har analysen 
strukturerats efter Booth mf. (2012) SALSA-metod (Search, AppraisaL, Synthesis, Analysis). 
Kortfattat är det en metod som delar upp en process i systematiska delar: först, söka efter data, sedan 
värdera validiteten i datan, därefter processas datan, för att slutligen analysera det processade 
materialet. Större delen av uppsatsarbetet har varit att processa Skolverkets texter med Redman och 
Wieks teori som guide, för att koda kompetenser och förmågor men också mönster, skillnader och 
likheter, för att slutligen analysera det som kom fram ur processen. För att göra detta användes 
programmet Atlas.ti och koder skapades kopplat till punkter och/eller paragrafer i de utvalda 
dokumenten (för en dokumentöversikt och referenser, se bilaga D, s. 65). Kodningen skedde med två 
olika perspektiv (med stöd i framework- samt narrative synthesis av Booth mf., 2012). Det första 
perspektivet, ramverkssyntes [framework synthesis], kopplades till kompetenserna som kodades på tre 
sätt: 

 Stark koppling, betyder att det finns ett stort överlapp med Redman och Wieks definition av 
Nyckelkompetensen. 

 Måttlig koppling, betyder att det finns ett visst överlapp med definitionen eller stort överlapp 
med beskrivning av Nyckelkompetensen. 

 Vag koppling, betyder att det inte finns något överlapp med definitionen men att det finns 
vissa likheter med beskrivningen av Nyckelkompetensen (Se figur 2, s.23 samt bilaga A, 
s.61). 

Det andra perspektivet hade sin utgångpunkt i narrativ syntes [narrative synthesis], och var relaterat 
till teman, koncept och mönster som sågs, t.ex. så pratar Skolverket om att handlingskompetens är en 
del av HU (Skolverket, 2021), vilket därav influerade en av de koder jag applicerade på datan (se 
bilaga F, s.68, för en översikt av relevanta koder). Slutligen kombinerades koderna från dessa två 
synteser för att studera relationen mellan Nyckelkompetenser och förmågor. Denna kombination 
resulterade i de åtta teman som presenteras i resultatet.  
 

Resultat 
Resultaten presenteras i den ordning forskningsfrågorna är ställda. Först besvaras vilka 
Nyckelkompetenser som finns uttryckt, sedan presenteras det hur Nyckelkompetenserna hänger ihop 
med förmågor, för att avslutas med hur denna relation kan struktureras i teman. 
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Analysen visade inga direkta Nyckelkompetenser (för definitioner se bilaga A, s. 61) i någon utav 
texterna, det finns dock punkter och paragrafer i de analyserade dokumenten där överlapp mellan 
Nyckelkompetenser samt förmågor visas. Det fanns få starka kopplingar, få måttliga kopplingar och 
många vaga (se bilaga G, s. 69). 

Ser vi till Nyckelkompetenserna i relation till Ramverket för att avancera hållbarhet, så som Redman 
och Wiek avser (bilaga B, s.62 eller Redman & Wiek, 2021 s.7), visar kodningarna att förmågorna i de 
analyserade dokumenten till viss del följer de mönster som ramverket visar. Vad som är oklart är dock 
om detta är en tillfällighet eller fakta, då faktiska Nyckelkompetenser inte nämns. 

Något som framträdde tydligt i svar på frågan om hur Nyckelkompetenser och förmågor i datan 
hänger ihop, är att det som kodats i de analyserade dokumenten är förmågor (Osbeck mf., 2018) och 
inte kompetenser, eller vad Redman och Wiek (2021) skulle klassa som Generella kompetenser. Dessa 
förmågor är generella på så vis att de kan appliceras i alla situationer, de är oberoende av specifikt 
innehåll. Det särskiljer dem från Nyckelkompetenserna som är specifika och beroende av specifikt 
innehåll, i detta fallet HU.  

Ytterligare resultat som framträdde i analysen av detta var åtta teman inspirerade av förmågor och 
Nyckelkompetenserna: Perspektivbyte, Andra, Jaget, Handlingskompetens, Kreativitet, 
Problemlösning, Kritiskt Tänkande, och Värdera. Dessa teman överlappar varandra som illustrerat i 
Figur 4. Deras numrering samt ordningen de presenteras i har ingen betydelse utan är endast för att 
underlätta läsningen. Dessa teman är fortsatt svar på hur Nyckelkompetenser och förmågor i datan 
hänger ihop, de är också svar på hur denna relation kan struktureras. De förmågor som nämns i temana 
är baserade på de förmågor som lärare i 
Fritidshem förväntas lära ut utifrån de 
analyserade dokumenten. Temana, liksom 
förmågorna, är också generella och 
oberoende av specifikt innehåll och 
grundar sig i hur Skolverket definierar 
HU/LHU och vad Nyckelkompetenserna 
innefattar. 

För att lättare kunna följa med i 
presentationen av temana, samt se vilka 
nyckelkompetenser som influerar 
respektive tema, se bilaga H, s. 70.  

1. Perspektivbyte – Temat omfattar 
förmågan att byta perspektiv. Vi 
ser en blandning av Värde-
tänkande, Framtidstänkande, samt 
Inter-personligt, Intra-personligt 
och slutligen en av få kopplingar 
till Integrering. Temat handlar om 
att byta perspektiv i generella 
termer men också att kunna följa 
med i ett samhälle under 
utveckling, om att kunna ta ett 
globalt perspektiv samt att kunna 
se dilemman från olika perspektiv. 

 

Figur 4. Överlappande Teman 

Här ser vi hur temana överlappar. Notera att ”Kritiskt 
Tänkande” är något mindre än de andra, detta för att det inte 
fanns lika många kodningar av det. Vi kan också se kluster där 
några teman överlappar med fler än två teman: Perspektivbyte, 
Andra och Jaget, samt Handlingskompetens, Kreativitet och 
Problemlösning.  
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Där temat överlappar med utvärdering ligger fokus på att kunna se värdekonflikter och göra 
etiska överväganden. I överlappet med temat Andra innefattar det att kunna se andras 
perspektiv och förstå deras kontext/situation. (För exempel se s. 30) 
 

2. Andra – detta tema handlar om hur elever ser på, samt behandlar, andra. Vi ser hur 
Integrerings-kompetensen fortsätter över från temat Perspektivbyte och innefattar solidaritet, 
jämställhet och förmågan att ha andras bästa för ögonen. Temat tar upp konfliktlösning, 
förståelse och förmågan att lyssna på andra kopplat till Inter-personlig kompetens och även att 
vara en medborgare samt del av samhället, vilket är influerat av Framtidstänkande. Där Andra 
överlappar med temat Jaget finns det många kodningar, dessa har koppling till Värdetänkande 
och Intra-personligt och handlar om en själv i relation till andra. Det innefattar samarbete med 
andra, att kunna arbeta tillsammans eller självständigt, samt vetskapen om hur saker påverkar 
en själv och andra, att kunna orientera sig bland andra i en komplex verklighet, och även 
förmågan att kunna lösa konflikter. (För exempel se s.31) 
 

3. Jaget- temat har ett individ och identitetsfokus och har många influenser från den Intra-
personliga kompetensen, de är dock olika i att jag-temat har ett bredare innehåll än 
kompetensen. Intra-personlig kompetens har ett fokus på hälsa, självomsorg och att undvika 
utmattning. Vi ser detta speglat i jag-temat i form av hälsa och i balansen mellan rekreation 
och vila, men jag-temats bredd innefattar också en medvetenhet kring, och en förmåga att 
kunna prata, dela och sätta ord på egna känslor, tankar, åsikter och sin nyfikenhet. I relation 
till Värdetänkande handlar temat om att veta vart man står i värdekonflikter och att 
självständigt kunna formulera åsikter. Det innefattar också förmågan att veta vart man själv 
står i globala- och miljöfrågor, vilket kan relateras till Framtidstänkande. Där det överlappar 
med Perspektivbyte-temat finns förmågan att känslomässigt kunna förstå olika perspektiv. Där 
temat överlappar med Handlingskompetens berörs självkänsla, förmågan att kunna utveckla 
strategier, tro på ens egen förmåga samt att kunna ompröva sina åsikter, här ser vi influenser 
från både Inter- och Intra-personlig kompetens. (För exempel se s.32) 
 

4. Handlingskompetens – är först och främst ett begrepp som används i LHU modulen 
(Skolverket, 2021) samt de HU-relaterade dokumenten (SKOLFS, 2009:19; Skolverket 2012; 
Östman, 2001) – dock inte i styrdokumenten. Temat är baserat på Malmberg (2021, s.2) samt 
Skolverkets (2012, s.2-3) definitioner av handlingskompetens (för citat, se s.34). Detta tema 
har influenser från flest nyckelkompetenser: Inter- och Intra-personligt, Värdetänkande, 
Strategitänkande, Integrering och Implementering. Det är det enda tema som har flera 
influenser från Implementeringskompetensen (vi ser en liten del i hur konstruktion benämns i 
Problemlösning). Temat har ett fokus på att veta hur man kan agera/handla, att faktiskt agera 
och att agera med syfte. Det handlar också om att agera för ett mer hållbart samhälle, dels 
genom kunskap om normer och alternativ men också politiskt. I överlappet mellan 
Handlingskompetens, Kreativitet och Problemlösning ser vi förmågan att se strategier i 
relation till problemlösning. I överlappet med Kreativitet ser vi förmågan att implementera 
idéer samt att äga/påverka, sin studietid. Där Handlingskompetens möter Problemlösning ser 
vi förmågan att testa, pröva, agera och lösa problem men även att äga sin kunskap (som i att 
förstå och kunna använda den på ett reflekterat sätt). (För exempel se s.34) 
 

5. Kreativitet – tar sitt uttryck som förmågan att kunna experimentera, utforska och bearbeta 
genom kreativitet men också i och samband med innovativa och kreativa arbetsformer. Det är 
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ett tema som genomsyrar många kodade paragrafer och teman, framförallt 
Handlingskompetens och Problemlösning, som tidigare nämnt. Det innefattar mestadels 
influenser från Strategitänkande, men även Implementering i överlappet med 
Handlingskompens och Framtids- samt Systemtänkande där det överlappar med 
Problemlösning, detta i form av förmågan att utforska/förutse resultat och 
att lösa problem med hjälp av kreativitet. (För exempel se s.36) 
 

6. Problemlösning – är ett tema och en förmåga som starkt förknippas med Systemtänkande och 
är det enda temat som har en relation till denna kompetens. Oftast benämns det endast som 
”problemlösning”, men som nämnt, handlar det om att lösa problem genom kreativitet, men 
även genom matematik och i vardagliga situationer och i samband med att kunna 
implementera sina idéer. Det har också ett fokus på att kunna utveckla och anpassa idéer. 
Problemlösning nämns också i relation till Kritiskt tänkande och ses som något som bör 
appliceras parallellt. (För exempel se s.37) 
 

7. Kritiskt tänkande – är, som visat i figur 4, ett mindre tema då få kodningar är kopplat till 
temat. Det innehåller endast influenser från Strategi- och Värdetänkande. Jag valde dock att 
inkludera det då Redman och Wiek benämner det som en av de generella kompetenserna. 
Förutom att det benämns endast som ”kritiskt tänkande” så uppmanas det också att basera 
detta på kunskap och etiska överväganden. I överlappet med förmågan att Värdera handlar 
temat om att kritiskt värdera information och ta ställning samt att kritiskt värdera gamla och 
nya strukturer. (För exempel se s.38) 
 

8. Värdera – är ett tema som lägger fokus på förmågan att kunna värdera egna och andras 
värderingar, val i relation till vår framtid såväl som till HU, våra egna val, hur vi lever våra 
liv, för- och nackdelar samt vad som fungerar och inte fungerar. Dessa förmågor är relaterade 
till Framtids- och Värdetänkande. Värdetänkandet är också synligt i överlappet med temat 
Perspektivbyte, det yttrar sig i form av att kunna navigera värdekonflikter och etiska 
överväganden, vilket därmed tar oss tillbaka runt till det första temat. (För exempel se s.39) 

Sammanfattningsvis kan slutsatsen dras att de förmågor som kommit upp i dessa teman inte är det 
samma som Nyckelkompetenser, istället är varje tema baserat på relevanta förmågor influerade av 
Nyckelkompetenser och HU, och har en potential att vara en bra grund att fortsätta bygga hållbara 
kompetenser på. Dessa förmågor har synts i styrdokumenten specifikt riktade mot fritidshem samt i 
LHU-modulen (Skolverket, 2021) vilket gör att vi kan anta, om dessa praktiseras, att det finns goda 
förutsättningar att fortsätta arbeta med HU – och hållbara kompetenser – inom fritidshem. Det är dock 
viktigt att notera att majoriteten av de starka och måttliga kodningarna kommer från LHU-modulen, 
och inte styrdokumenten. LHU-modulen riktar sig till skolan som helhet och inte specifikt till 
fritidshem. Vi kan därför anta att de lärare i fritidshem som inte har ett intresse av LHU, och inte 
arbetar på en skola med intresse för LHU, kanske inte stöter på HU alls. HU nämns endast vid fyra 
tillfällen i läroplanen (Skolverket, 2018a, s. 8, s.12, s.23, s.24), en gång i de Allmänna råden 
(Skolverket, 2014, s.55) och ger ingen förklaring eller grund till hur det kan/bör arbetas med. I 
kommentarmaterialet fördjupas förklaringen av HU till att innehålla en ekologisk, ekonomisk samt 
social dimension och det förtydligas att det i fritidshemmet kan arbetas med för att problematisera val 
och konsekvenser (Skolverket, 2016a, s.16). Denna fördjupning och förklaring faller inom temat 
Värdera och Perspektivbyte. Detta innebär att lärare i fritidshem kan ha en ha en väldigt begränsad syn 
på HU och LHU om de själva inte är engagerade.  
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Diskussion 

Det finns resultat som är av vikt att diskutera och problematisera i relation till tidigare forskning: 
relationen mellan förmågor och kompetenser, skapandet av förändringsagenter samt fallgropar med att 
skapa förändringsagenter.  

Temat Handlingskompetens utger ett bra exempel på relationen mellan förmågor och kompetenser. 
Det benämns som en kompetens men är inte en Nyckelkompetens (Redman och Wiek, 2021). I de 
analyserade dokumenten kan handlingskompetens ses som ett svar på alla hållbara frågor; har vi 
handlingskompetenta elever klarar de framtidens utmaningar. Trots att det är bra att vara 
handlingskompetent så innebär inte detta att elever kan applicera sin handlingskompetens i relation till 
HU. Implementeringskompetensen har HU som sitt fokus och därmed kompetens att agera, 
implementera, med HU för ögonen. Handlingskompetens ger förmågan att agera men om eleven inte 
vet vad som är hållbart kan det bli problematiskt. Ett exempel på detta är källsortering, som kan ses 
som ett sätt att agera hållbart utan att nödvändigtvis förstå kretslopp. Det är i sig självt inte dåligt att 
källsortera, men precis som handlingskraftighet är det inte en kompetens som skapar 
förändringsagenter. Om eleverna saknar verktyg att applicera sin handlingskompetens i relation till 
HU förblir det endast en Generell kompetens, en förmåga, och därmed inte en Nyckelkompetens.  

Vi kan också se att temana Kreativitet och Kritiskt tänkande följer samma mönster, de är inte 
Nyckelkompetenser utan förmågor. De är två förmågor som uppmuntras i fritidshemmet och även 
något som Skolverket ser som viktigt i LHU (Skolverket, 2021; Utbildningsdepartementet, 2021). De 
har dock samma inneboende risk som handlingskraftighet; känslan av att vi skapar elever med en 
större förmåga att driva hållbar utveckling framåt än vi egentligen gör.  

Det är därför viktigt att diskutera om det skapas förändringsagenter. Hittills har resultatet visat att de 
som (på pappret) lärs ut är Generella förmågor, medans Redman och Wiek (2021) anser att det behövs 
specifika förmågor för att driva hållbarhet framåt. Om lärare i fritidshem förser elever med 
förmågorna från temana, i samband med att de lär ut hållbar utveckling, skapas det då 
förändringsagenter? Kanske, men mycket i de analyserade dokumenten talar emot att det är så det ser 
ut i praktiken. Lärarna uppmanas inte att göra det genom de dokument jag analyserat. Det saknas 
också resurser i verksamheterna redan utan att lägga på ytterligare arbete kring hållbar utveckling 
(Skolinspektionen, 2010, 2018; Utredningen om fritidshem och pedagogisk omsorg, 2020). Slutligen 
saknar lärare kompetens att lära ut om hållbar utveckling (Manni & Knekta, 2022; Östman, 2001). 
Dock finns det ett intresse för att lära sig mer (Jidesjö, 2019; Manni et al, 2013; Manni & Knekta, 
2022; Östman, 2001) och det är ett viktigt ämne för många lärare och rektorer (Mogren, 2017; Jidesjö, 
2019).  

Under de bästa omständigheterna så har lärarna i fritidshem kompetens kring HU och engagemanget 
att lära ut det. Det finns dock flertalet fallgropar med att skapa förändringsagenter. Om det inte har 
vart tydligt i denna uppsats så anser jag att, ja, vi bör göra allt vi kan för att avancera hållbar 
utveckling (jag har genom systematik försökt att inte låta detta färga mitt resultat) men det finns 
fortfarande saker att ha i åtanke som talar emot denna praktik. Ideland mf. (2015) har identifierat en 
diskurs i relation till HU, där svenskar särskiljs från ”de andra”, en sorts svensk exeptionalism, där det 
görs en skillnad mellan vita och färgade personer. Denna diskurs skapar också, vad de kallar, 
”kravmärkta barn”. Dessa barn är handlingskraftiga, optimistiska och känner alla ”rätta känslor”. 
Dessa barns sätt att hantera motstridiga känslor är genom att agera. Diskursen visar också att vi ger 
dessa barn ansvaret för att lösa problemet med hållbar utveckling. Jag har sett dessa tendenser i 
materialet jag analyserat, och i LHU-modulen lyfts även denna diskurs upp men det ges inte någon 
lösning (Lundegård & Malmberg, 2021). I relation till de handlingskompetenta elever vi skapar finns 
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risken att vi lägger ett stort ansvar på dessa elever utan att förse dem med den kompetens de behöver 
för att agera mer långsiktigt än bara genom att källsortera.  

Kanske kan en lösning vara att bygga hållbar utveckling på gemenskap [community] snarare än 
individualism och de värderingar som är norm i väst (Nussbaum, 2003; Schlosberg & Carruthers, 
2010). Demisse mf. (2021) uppmanar att ta avstamp i de världsbilder [worldviews] som existerar runt 
oss, dessa perspektiv har potential att en skapa motpol till den individualism och prat om ”en själv i 
relation till andra” som syns i resultatet. Om lärarna i fritidshem lär ut förmågor och/eller kompetenser 
utan att tänka på konsekvenserna, utan att tänka på vad för elever som produceras, riskerar lärarna att 
förstärka den individualism och exeptionalism som synts.  

Det finns också, inom fritidshemmet, en oro över skolifiering (Boström, 2016; Lundegård, 2021) och 
Osbeck mf. (2018) utrycker en oro för att alla betyg och mål som eleverna försöker leva upp till inte 
leder till lärande. Jag tror dock att fritidshemmet kan vara en nyckel i detta och att lärarna i fritidshem 
kan skapa en bra grund genom att arbeta med LHU i fritidshemmets regi, fritt från betyg, genom 
praktiska metoder och utifrån elevers nyfikenhet och perspektiv (Pihlgren, 2013; Skolverket, 2014). 
Manni och Knekta tycks också se LHU som förenligt med fritidshemmet (2022). Kanske kan 
fritidshemmets holistiska perspektiv (Haglund et al, 2020) också vara en bra början för att inte 
förstärka diskursen av ”de andra”.  

 

Implikationer 

De implikationer som nämns här är baserade på antagandet att vi önskar skapa förändringsagenter för 
att därmed kunna avancera en hållbar utveckling. Den största implikationen är att lärare (även rektorer 
och de som skriver policydokument) kan uppleva att de undervisar bredare än de tror när det kommer 
till HU. Som exempel kan handlingskraftighet ses som ett tillräckligt verktyg, medens elever kanske 
inte alls vet hur de skall applicera detta för att avancera hållbarhet. Alltså kan det vara en fara i att tro 
att vi skapar elever som är mer kompetenta än de egentligen är. Det kan också vara så att vi skapar en 
typ av ”kravmärkt” elev som vi inte önskar (Ideland mf., 2015).  

Detta leder oss till nästa implikation, hur kan vi lära för hållbar utveckling om lärarna själva inte har 
kunskaperna och kompetensen? Om vi vill skapa förändringsagenter måste vi utbilda utbildarna (som 
har visat ett intresse och öppenhet för denna typen av kompetensutveckling (Manni & Knekta, 2022). 

När det kommer till forskningsfältet och policyskrivande finns det också några implikationer. Den här 
uppsatsen har visat att det saknas forskning kring fritidshem och HU. Den har visat att det finns 
förmågor som har potential att bli byggstenar för kompetenser, som kan skapa elever med möjligheten 
att driva HU framåt. Studien har dock endast undersökt dokument, och har inte studerat hur LHU 
praktiseras ute i fritidshemmet, vilket vore ett rimligt nästa steg. 

Utan att ha erfarenhet i policy, utöver att vara en lärare i fritidshem och ha skrivit det här arbetet, vill 
jag också påstå att det är dags att se över de dokument som har med LHU att göra, framförallt 
”utmärkelsen skola för hållbar utveckling” för att säkerställa att de skolor som har denna utmärkelsen 
faktiskt lär ut hållbar utveckling och att det inte bara ser bra ut ”på pappret”.  
 

Slutsatser 
Slutsatserna blir att det saknas Nyckelkompetenser i den undersökta datan, däremot finns det 
förmågor. Relationen mellan dessa har strukturerats och resulterat i åtta teman: Perspektivbyte, Andra, 
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Jaget, Handlingskompetens, Kreativitet, Problemlösning, Kritiskt tänkande, och Värdera. Dessa 
teman är generella och oberoende av innehåll, till skillnad från Nyckelkompetenserna som är specifika 
och är beroende av innehåll relaterat till HU. De faktum att temana, och dess förmågor, är generella 
kan vara problematiskt då de inte förser elever med kompetenser nog att agera för att driva HU framåt 
och kan skapa en falsk känsla av kompetens.  

De få noteringar kring HU i styrdokumenten kan också ses som problematiskt då de inte ger en grund 
för vad HU är eller hur de kan/bör praktiseras. I dagsläget är det upp till lärarna i fritidshem att själva 
söka information och kompetensutveckling gällande LHU. De teman som setts är grundade på fler 
dokument än styrdokumenten (bilaga D, s.65), om lärarna då inte tar del av allt material löper de en 
ännu större risk att inte ge eleverna en nyanserad bild av HU eller att falla i fallgropen att skapa 
”kravmärkta barn” (Ideland mf. 2015).  

Trots fallgropar har de förmågor som synts i temana en potential att vara en god grund för att bygga 
kompetenta elever, det som saknas är kompetensutveckling samt resurser. Förhoppningsvis kan denna 
uppsats bidra med perspektiv på hur lärare i fritidshem kan lära för hållbar utveckling, bortom 
handlingskraftighet och källsortering. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Swedish Translation of Key Sustainable Competencies 

 

KOMPETENSER DEFINITION BESKRIVNING 

Sy
st

em
- 

tä
nk

an
d

e 

Förmåga att applicera modellering och komplexa analytiska 
tillvägagångssätt: 1) att analysera komplexa system över 
olika områden (miljö, socialt, ekonomi) och över olika 
skalor (lokalt till globalt), inkluderat kaskadeffekter, tröghet, 
återkopplingsslingor samt andra system dynamiker; 2) att 
analysera effekter av hållbara handlingsplaner (strategier) 
och interventioner (och hur de förändrar system samt 
problem).  

Förstå, identifiera, beskriva, analysera hållbara 
utmaningar och problem, komplexa problem, 
effekter, relationer (samband), inverkan, mönster, 
strukturer, oavsiktliga konsekvenser, återkoppling 
(återkopplingsslingor), kontexter, interaktioner, etc. 
över olika områden (miljö, socialt, ekonomiskt), 
skalor (lokalt till globalt) och perspektiv 
(tvärvetenskapligt) etc.  

F
ra

m
ti

ds
- 

tä
nk

an
d

e 

Förmåga att driva eller konstruera simulationer, prognoser, 
scenarion och visioner: 1) att förutse framtida tillstånd samt 
dynamik kring komplexa system och problem rörande 
hållbarhet; 2) att förutse hur hållbara handlingsplaner 
(strategier) kan verka (om implementerade) i framtiden.  

Förutse, framsynt, visualisera, skapa, analysera och 
utvärdera långsiktiga framtida konsekvenser, 
scenarion (multipla framtider) och visioner kring 
framtida generationer, deras jämställdhet samt 
osäkerheter, etc.  

V
är

de
- 

tä
nk

an
de

 

Förmåga att identifiera, kartlägga, specificera, förhandla och 
applicera hållbara värden, principer och mål: 1) att bedöma 
hållbarheten av nuvarande och/eller framtida tillstånd av 
komplexa system; och 2) att konstruera hållbara visioner för 
dessa system; 3) samt att bedöma hållbarheten i 
handlingsplaner (strategier) och interventioner.  

Identifiera, utvärdera, förhandla, förlika (försona), 
reflektera, kartlägga, applicera hållbara principer, 
moral, normer, etik, mål, integritet, rättvisa, 
konflikter, avvägningar etc.   

St
ra

te
gi

- 

tä
nk

an
de

 

Förmåga att konstruera och testa genomförbara strategier 
(handlingsplaner) för interventioner, övergångar, 
transformationer (omvandlingar) mot hållbarhet.  

Designa, skapa, utveckla, testa, transformativa, 
innovativa, genomförbara, rimliga interventioner, 
övergångar, strategier, handlingsplaner, lösningar 
etc. ha barriärer i åtanke, tröghet, spårbundenhet, 
transportörer, tillgångar etc.  

Im
pl

e-
 

m
en

te
ri

n
g Förmåga att iscensätta hållbara strategier (handlingsplaner), 

inkluderat genomförande, anpassningar, överförande och 
skalning. Detta på ett funktionellt samt produktivt sätt.  

Implementera, agera, anpassa, hantera, överföra, 
skala handlingsplaner, strategier, ändra planer, 
interventionsplan, styra (administrera) initiativ etc.  

In
te

r-
 

pe
rs

on
li

gt
 

Förmåga 1) att, med framgång, samarbeta tvärvetenskapligt 
(ämnesövergripande) och över olika professioner/grupper 
och 2) att involvera intressenter i att  främja (avancera) 
hållbara transformationer på meningsfulla och effektiva 
(funktionella) sätt. 

Möjliggöra, motivera, facilitera tvärvetenskapligt 
(ämnesövergripande), tvärkulturellt samarbete i 
grupper och bland intressenter, genom att lyssna, 
kommunicera medkännande, förhandla, lösa 
konflikter, empatiskt ledarskap.  

In
tr

a-
 

pe
rs

on
li

gt
 Förmåga att undvika personlig ohälsa och utbrändhet i 

främjandet (avancerandet) av hållbara transformationer, 
genom uthållighets fokuserad självomsorg (medvetenhet och 
självreglering). 

Reflektera, motivera, ha respekt för, ansvarstagande, 
empatisk, självomsorg för identitet, engagemang, 
känslor, utbränd, personliga gränser, ens kapacitets 
gränser etc.  

In
te

- 

gr
er

in
g 

 

Förmåga att applicera kollektiva problemlösningar i 
komplexa hållbarhetsproblem: 1) för att utveckla 
genomförbara hållbara strategier (handlingsplaner); och 2) 
framgångsrikt implementera dem, genom samarbete och 
med självomsorg. 

Utveckla, applicera, främja, fatta beslut för att 
främja hållbarhet genom genomförbara, rättvisa 
(jämställda) och inkluderande lösnings processer, 
procedurer, ramverk, scheman etc.  
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Appendix B: Swedish Translation of the Framework to Advance Sustainability 
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Appendix C: Search Inclusions and Exclusions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How are the key sustainable 
competencies are explored with in: 

Sources of inspiration: Booth, 2012 and Redman & Wiek, 2021. 

 Fritidshem / School-age Educare 

 Leisure Centres  / After-school  
care 

 Leisure 

 Regulatory documents 
[Styrdokument] 

 Old and new curriculums 

 SOU:s 

 Allmäna råd etc.  

 History of Fritidshem 

 Education for sustainable development 
[Lärande för hållbar utveckling] 

 Competensies [Förmågor] 



 Research looking at the connection 
between:  

 Competensies 

 Pedagogies /practices / 
didactics  

 Currriculums 

And possibly: 

 Education for sustaiable 
development [Lärande för 
hållbar utveckling] 

W
hat? 

W
ho? 

R
eview

 
O

bjectives 

 Similar research in: 
 Early childhood 
education /preschool 
 Primary school 

Exclude: higher education and anything relation to sustainability but not in an educational 
setting.    
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Appendix D: Table of analysed Documents (with references) 
 

Group Sub-group Title 
(translated from 

Swedish to English) 

Reference 
(holds original Swedish titles) 

Governing 
Documents 

The national 
curriculum for 
primary school 

Chapter 1: The schools’ values and 
mission & Chapter 2: Overarching 
goals and guidelines  

Skolverket. (2018a). Läroplan för grundskolan, förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet 2011: reviderad 2018 (5:e uppl.). (Kapitel 1-2) Hämtad från 
https://www.skolverket.se/publikationsserier/styrdokument/2018/laroplan-for-grundskolan-forskoleklassen-och-fritidshemmet-reviderad-2018  

Chapter 4: SAEC Skolverket. (2018a). Läroplan för grundskolan, förskoleklassen och fritidshemmet 2011: reviderad 2018 (5:e uppl.). (Kapitel 4) Hämtad från 
https://www.skolverket.se/publikationsserier/styrdokument/2018/laroplan-for-grundskolan-forskoleklassen-och-fritidshemmet-reviderad-2018  

 The general advice with commentary: 
SAEC 

Skolverket. (2014) Allmänna råd med kommentarer: Fritidshem. Hämtad från: https://www.skolverket.se/publikationsserier/allmanna-
rad/2014/allmanna-rad-for-fritidshem  

 The commentary material to chapter 
4: SAEC 

Skolverket. (2016) Fritidshemmet – ett kommentarmaterial till läroplanens fjärde del. Hämtad från: 
https://www.skolverket.se/publikationsserier/kommentarmaterial/2016/fritidshemmet?id=3720  

ESD Module 
 

 The full ESD module, for classes1-6 Skolverket (2021a) Hållbar utveckling, åk 1-6. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-
utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6  

Part 1 Introduction and video Skolverket (2021b) Del 1. Didaktiska utmaningar och perspektiv på hållbar utveckling. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_01/  

Didactical challenges and perspectives 
on sustainable development 

Lundegård, I. Urbas, A. Malmberg, C. Hasslöf, H. (2021) Didaktiska utmaningar och perspektiv på hållbar utveckling. Skolverket. 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_01/Material/Flik/Del_01_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_1-6_01A_01_didaktiska%20utmaningar.docx 

Part 2 Introduction and video Skolverket (2021c) Del 2. Platsens betydelse – naturmöten. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-
utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_02/  

The significance of the place – 
Outdoor pedagogy as nature 
connections 

Hasslöf, H. (2021a) Platsens betydelse – utomhuspedagogik som naturmöten. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_02/Material/Flik/Del_02_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_1-6_02A_01_platsens%20betydelse.docx 

Activities for implementation – 
outdoor pedagogy and nature 
connections.  

Hasslöf, H (2021b) Aktiviteter för genomförande – Utomhuspedagogik och naturmöten. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_02/Material/Flik/Del_02_MomentB/Artiklar/A1_1-
6_02B_02_Aktiviteter%20f%C3%B6r%20genomf%C3%B6rande.docx  

Part 3 Introduction Skolverket (2021d) Del 3. Demokrati i praktiken – Polhemskolans arbete med skolskogen. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_03/  
 

Democracy in practice – The Polhem 
School’s practice with the school 
forest.  

Lundegård, I. (2021) Demokrati i praktiken – polhemsskolans arbete med skolskolgen. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_03/Material/Flik/Del_03_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_1-6_03A_01_demokrati%20i%20praktiken.docx  

Part 4 Introduction  Skolverket (2021e) Del 4. Hopp och handling – att bidra till elevers politiska deltagande. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_04/  

Hope and Action – to contribute to 
students’ political engagement 

Malmberg, C. Urbas, A. (2021a) Hopp och handling – att bidra till elevers politiska deltagande. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_04/Material/Flik/Del_04_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_1-6_04A_01_hopp%20och%20handling.docx  

Action Competence and conflicts of 
interest 

Malmberg, C. (2021) Handlingskompetens och intressekonflikter. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_04/Material/Flik/Del_04_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_1-6_04A_02_handlingskompetens.docx  
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Part 5 Introduction Skolverket (2021f) Del 5. Värdekonflikter och skolans demokratiska uppdrag. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_05/ 

Value-conflicts and the democratic 
mission of the school 

Malmberg, C. Urbas, A. (2021b) Värdekonflikter och skolans demokratiska uppdrag. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_05/Material/Flik/Del_05_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_05A_01_vardekonflikter_och_skolans_demokratiska_uppdrag.docx  

Part 6 Introduction Skolverket (2021g) Del 6. Globala mål och möten. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-
utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_06/  

Global Goals and Connections Lundegård, I. Malmberg, C. (2021a) Globala mål och möten. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_06/Material/Flik/Del_06_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_06A_01_globala_mal_och_moten.docx  

With the world in the classroom Skolverket (2021h) Med världen i Klassrummet. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-
v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-
6/del_06/Material/Flik/Del_06_MomentA/Artiklar/Med-varlden-i-klassrummet.pdf  

Part 7 Introduction Skolverket (2021h) Del 7. Estetiska uttrycksformer, kreativitet och nya berättelser. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from:  
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_07/  

Aesthetic forms of expression, 
creativity and new stories 

Hasslöf, H. Caiman, C. Forss, K. (2021) Estetiska uttrycksformer, kreativitet och nya berättelser. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_07/Material/Flik/Del_07_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_07A_01_estetiska_uttrycksformer.docx  

Voices from practice. Hand crafts: 
The children, the craft and the 
sustainability.  

Forss, K. (2021) Röster från praktiken. Hemslöjd: Barnen, slöjden och hållbarheten. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: 
https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-
Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_07/Material/Flik/Del_07_MomentB/Artiklar/A1_07B_01_roster_fran_praktiken.docx  

Part 8 Introduction and video clip Skolverket (2021i) Del 8. Hela skolan för hållbar utveckling. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/#/modul/01-hallbar-
utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-6/del_08/  

The whole school for sustainable 
development 

Lundegård, I. Malmberg, C. (2021b) Hela skolan för hållbar utveckling. Skolverket. https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-
v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-
6/del_08/Material/Flik/Del_08_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_08A_01_hela_skolan.docx  

The future-workshop Malmberg, C. (2021) Framtidsverkstad. Skolverket. Downloaded 2022-03-31 from: https://larportalen.skolverket.se/LarportalenAPI/api-
v2/document/path/larportalen/material/inriktningar/01-hallbar-utveckling/Grundskola/904-Hallbar-utveckling-1-
6/del_08/Material/Flik/Del_08_MomentA/Artiklar/A1_08A_02_framtidsverkstad.docx  

Additional 
Material 

SAEC reports Teaching in SAEC within the areas 
language and commination, as well as 
nature and society 

Skolinspektionen. (2018). Undervisning i fritidshemmet inom områdena språk och kommunikation samt natur och samhälle. Kvalitetsgranskning 
2018. Skolinspektionen. 
Https://www.skolinspektionen.se/globalassets/publikationssok/granskningsrapporter/kvalitetsgranskningar/2018/fritidshem/fritidshem_rapport_2018.
pdf 

Quality in SAEC Skolinspektionen. (2010) Kvalitet i fritidshem. Kvalitetsgranskning. Rapport nr 2010:3. http://www.skolinspektionen.se 

Sustainable 
Development 

SNAE’s regulation on the award: a 
school for sustainable development.  

Statens skolverks författningssamling. (2009) Skolverkets föreskrifter om utmärkelsen Skola för hållbar utveckling. SKOLFS 2009:19. Hämtad från: 
https://skolfs-service.skolverket.se/api/v1/download/grundforfattning/2009:19 

SNAE’s account of the benefit of 
education for sustainable development 

Skolverket (2012) Skolverkets redovisning av nyttan av det internationella arbetet för utbildning för hållbar utveckling. Utbildningsdepartementet: 
Stockholm. Dnr 84-2012:386 

Environmental education and 
education for sustainable development 

Östman, L. (2001) Miljöundervisning och utbildning för hållbar utveckling i svensk skola. Skolverket.  
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Appendix F: Co-occurrence Tables 
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ro
n

g 

●
F

ut
ur

es
-

th
in

ki
ng

: 
V

ag
ue

 

●
Im

pl
em

en
ta

ti
o

n
: 

M
od

er
at

e 

●
Im

pl
em

en
ta

ti
o

n
: 

St
ro

ng
 

●
Im

pl
em

en
ta

ti
o

n
: 

V
ag

ue
 

●
In

te
gr

at
io

n
: 

M
od

er
at

e 

●
In

te
gr

at
io

n
: 

S
tr

on
g 

●
In

te
gr

at
io

n
: 

V
ag

ue
 

●
In

te
r-

pe
rs

on
al

: 
M

od
er

at
e 

●
In

te
r-

pe
rs

on
al

: 
S

tr
on

g 

●
In

te
r-

pe
rs

on
al

: 
V

ag
ue

 

●
In

tr
a-

pe
rs

on
al

: 
M

od
er

at
e 

●
 I

n
tr

a-
p

er
so

na
l:

 S
tr

on
g 

●
 I

n
tr

a-
p

er
so

na
l:

 V
ag

u
e 

●
S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

M
od

er
at

e 

●
S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

St
ro

n
g 

●
S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

V
ag

ue
 

●
S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
ng

: 
M

od
er

at
e 

●
S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
ng

: 
St

ro
n

g 

●
S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
ng

: 
V

ag
ue

 

●
V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

M
od

er
at

e 

●
V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

St
ro

n
g 

●
V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

V
ag

ue
 

● Futures-
thinking: 
Moderate 

     1             1 1 1 1 2 1 

● Futures-
thinking: 
Strong 

                        

● Futures-
thinking: 
Vague 

     1   1   3   2   2   1   3 

● 
Implementati
on: Moderate 

           1    1  3 6  1    

● 
Implementati
on: Strong 

          1            1 1 

● 
Implementati
on: Vague 

1  1      2   2   2   2 1  3 1  1 

● Integration: 
Moderate          1 1            1  

● Integration: 
Strong                         

● Integration: 
Vague   1   2      2   1   1      1 

● Inter-
personal: 
Moderate 

      1              1    

● Inter-
personal: 
Strong 

    1  1                2 1 

● Inter-
personal: 
Vague 

  3 1  2   2      7   2 1  3   4 

● Intra-
personal: 
Moderate 

                        

● Intra-
personal: 
Strong 

                        

● Intra-
personal: 
Vague 

  2   2   1   7         1   1 

● Strategies-
thinking: 
Moderate 

   1              1 1     1 

● Strategies-
thinking: 
Strong 

                    1    

● Strategies-
thinking: 
Vague 

  2 3  2   1   2    1   3  2 1  1 

● Systems-
thinking: 
Moderate 

1   6  1      1    1  3      1 

● Systems-
thinking: 
Strong 

1                      1  

● Systems-
thinking: 
Vague 

1  1 1  3    1  3   1  1 2     1 1 

● Values-
thinking: 
Moderate 

1     1            1       

● Values-
thinking: 
Strong 

2    1  1    2         1 1    

● Values-
thinking: 
Vague 

1  3  1 1   1  1 4   1 1  1 1  1    
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* The themes displayed here are not all that was coded, but these hold relevance in their high numbers and/or link to ESD. These themes are initial notes made when coding and are, together with the Competencies, the foundation 
for the eight themes presented in the result

Key Competency codings. → 
Some reoccurring themes* in the data 
seen in the narrative synthesis. 
(Amount of codings) ↓ 

●
 F

ut
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s-

th
in

ki
ng

: 
M

od
er

at
e 

●
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u

re
s-

th
in
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ng

: 
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ro
ng

 

●
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ut
u
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s-

th
in
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ng

: 
V

ag
ue

 

●
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e 

●
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m
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en
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on
: 

S
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g 

●
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m
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en
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ti

on
: 

V
ag
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●
 I

n
te

gr
at

io
n

: 
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e 

●
 I

n
te
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n

: 
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ro
n

g 

●
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n
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n
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V
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u
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●
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n
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: 

M
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●
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n
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r-
pe
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: 

S
tr

on
g 

●
 I

n
te

r-
pe

rs
on

al
: 

V
ag

ue
 

●
 I

n
tr

a-
pe

rs
on

al
: 

M
od
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at
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●
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n
tr

a-
pe

rs
on

al
: 

S
tr

on
g 

●
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n
tr

a-
pe
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al
: 

V
ag
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●
 S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
k

in
g:

 M
od

er
at

e 

●
 S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
k

in
g:

 S
tr

on
g 

●
 S

tr
at

eg
ie

s-
th

in
k

in
g:

 V
ag

ue
 

●
 S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
n

g:
 M

od
er

at
e 

●
 S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
n

g:
 S

tr
on

g 

●
 S

ys
te

m
s-

th
in

ki
n

g:
 V

ag
ue

 

●
 V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

M
od

er
at

e 

●
 V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

S
tr

on
g 

●
 V

al
ue

s-
th

in
ki

ng
: 

V
ag

ue
 

● Action Competence (47) 
1   1 1 2 5 1   4 1 2 5     3     2   1   2 2 5 

● Aesthetic/Creativity (77) 
  1 4 1   3           3     2   2 9 1   7 1   1 

● Citizen of Society (23) 
1   1   1 2     2   1 1           2     2 1 1   

● Communication/Language (61) 
  1   1           1   4     1 1     1   1     3 

● Critical thinking (12) 
                  1 1             1     1 1   1 

● Culture (28) 
    1             1   1             1           

● Democracy (96) 
      1           3 1 8     2     4 1   1     3 

● Digitalisation (20) 
    1     1       1   1     1     2 2   3     1 

● Environment (81) 
1   2     1         1 3 1   1     1 5 1 2   1 1 

● Equality (28) 
            1   1 2   1     1                   

● Gender Equality (18) 
                1     1     1                   

● Human Rights (15) 
                1     2     1                   

● Knowledge (32) 
1 1     1 1           1     1 1   2     5   1 3 

● Problem-solving (39) 
    1 6   5           3     2 2 1 8 7   13 1   1 

● Responsibility (29) 
    2     1     2     2     2     1       1     

● Safety (29) 
                      3                         

● Self (67) 
    1     3         1 10 2   10 1   2     4 1   5 

● Society (65) 
    3 1 1         1 3 6 1   1       5   3   1 3 

● Sustainable Development (66) 
4 1 3     2       1   3     1 1 1 1   2 3   3 2 
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Appendix G: Amount of Codings 
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Appendix H: Overview of Themes and Key Competencies  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These notes are condensed 
from analysing several 
codings, one note does not 
represent one coding.  

Appendix H. Overview of Themes and Key Competencies 


